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Youth Crusade
Rail Strike Talks
Remain In Collapse Planned For
This Weekend

Vol. LXXXXII No. 175

Astronauts Ordered
To Run Special Test

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The came down after the tentative
railroad strike talks remained agreement was reached with
The Kirksey United Methodist
in a state of collapse today as the United Telegraph Workers Youth Fellowship will boat a
the government tried to find a Union but the strike continued Youth Evangelistic Crusade for
"Show me the man you honor and
in New York where the all youth of Calloway County on
I will know what kind of man you legislative way to end the
shutdown. But there was good company is bargaining with a Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
are, for it shows me what your
different union.
July 30 and 31 and August 1, at
Ideal manhood is, and what kind news from two other strike
-Nearly 3,000 copper work- the Kirksey United Methodist
fronts.
of
man
you
long
to -The 58-year-day-old strike ers returned to their jobs at
Church.
be" Thomas Carlyle.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
against Western Union ended, two firms in Arizona and
This Crusade will be led by a A service of music will be (UPI)-The timetable for the
the
d Firsyt
except the New York City area, negotiators said a settlement team from the Youth Challenge presentedan et
Ate at the Triangle this morning
Murray flight of Apollo 15 (all times
company said the covering 10,000 Kennecott Cop- of Clarksville, Tenn. It is strictly Presbyterian Church
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UPI Space Writer
In
the worst situation, offion a mudhole and we had to
Today
states appeared near.
from all churches are invited, a
perform some gymnastics to get once again after 12:01 a.m.
10:34 a.m.-Rest period ends SPACE CENTER, Houston cials said, circuit breakers
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Washington
with
be
Cantata
No.
29,
in
"We
Talks
church spokesman said.
out of the car without getting our EDT Wednesday. Picket lines
UPI)-Apollo 15's astronauts controlling one of two identical
the United Transportation Services will begin at seven Thank Thee, God, We Thank for astronauts David R. Scott, (
special valve systems would be
feet wet.
James
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M.
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Union and the nation's railroads p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Thee," by Johann Sebastian
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This
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will be hoth school and church
remaining valve system, and in
circuit isis
a mnsertroioulssyesnternougshh
nament is scheduled for August 7
major lines are already shut hours, ten a.m. to twelve noon. Leipzig and first performed on
scrub a moon landing Friday. that case, Apollo 15 would not
and 8 this year. Smiley Wilson
down and six others are
August 27, 1731 as a part of a 1:34 p.m.-Astronauts begin
and the Wilburn Brothers will Funeral services for Mrs. Lee threatened with a strike by
The crucial test was set for be permitted to carry out the
religious service giving thanks to 30 minute exercise period.
landing.
play again as they have each 0. Dixon of Dawson Springs, week's end.
p.m. EDT.
2:04
Dr. Nan K. Ward Named God
course
-Second
p.m.
4:29
after the election of a new
Astronauts David R. Scott, The reasoning was that when
year.
mother of Raymond F. Dixon of Labor Department sources
town council. The Sinfonia itself correction, if needed.
Panorama Shores, Murray, were said the Nixon administration Outstanding Young Woman has achieved a certain repute in 7:20 p.m.-Telecast of inspec- Alfred M. Worden and James the astronauts go into lunar
Heights bother us.. like the
held Saturday at the First Baptist wag working on legislation to Dr. Nan K. Ward of the Murray recent years by having been tion of moon lender Falcon. B. Irwin were directed to orbit Thursday, space officials
height of that stack of bills we
Church, Dawson Springs, with end the dispute but the process State University faculty has been selected as the first composition The 45-minute telecast begins attempt to fire a brief burst want to make certain they have
have.
from the engine to make a two alternatives for blasting out
Rev. Jesse Bell officiating.
one off
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little rascals live inside a little
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Mrs. Dixon, age 86, died a settlement but it terms are the program.
by Bach as No. 6, "Gratias 9:40 p.m.-Scott and Irwin
p.m., when an engine firing had
chances
stick house which they carry Thursday at a hospital in not precise enough to be Now in its seventh year, the
agirnus", and No. 24, "Dona rejoin Worden in command ship
using been previously set to correct
rocket would
work
around with them. They eat the Madisonville from complications incorpoated directly in any Outstanding Young Women of
Endeavour.
the
foliage of the spreaders and can following surgery for a hip legislation.
begin makeshift control procedures, the spaceship's path to the
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America program recognizes the nnn
clean a whole plant in nothing fracture. Her husband, Lee, died "It has become obvious that abilities of women between the The cantata will be sung in 30-minute exercise period,
and clear the way for the lunar MOM.
The short circuit was the only
flat.
In 1934.
a voluntary solution cannot be ages of 21 and 35. These women English, using translations of the 11:34 p.m.-Astronauts dine landing.
The problem posed no danger difficulty encountered during
Survivors are two sons, reached at this time," said have been honored for their original German by Charles Prior to sleep period starting
to the astronauts. Even if the the first 24 hours of the journey
Small Rabbit gets curious the Raymond F. Dixon of Murray Assistant Labor Secretary W. J. outstanding achievements in
Sanford Terry, a noted Bact: shortly after midnight.
moon landing was called off, to the base of two-to-three-mileother afternoon and hops onto the and Norman G. Dixon of Dawson Usery Jr. in announcing that their communities,
Wednesday, July 23
professions, scholar, Kathy Elliott, ancl Carl
they would be able to return high mountains on the moon in
patio and takes a look in the door. Springs; two sisters, Mrs. Austin the talks had broken off.
begin
a.m.-Astronauts
12:34
and country,
tiiliTY daughterth relea;
a-nd D. Mowery, Jr.
safely to earth.
search for clues to its creation.
We just sit there and look at each Blackburn of Clay and Mrs. A. D. Usery said the last two major Dr. Ward,
Mr.
The soloists for the per. nine hour
question of safety
other. He had difficulty in getting Pride of Providence; two points of disagreement con- Mrs. T. W. Karrich of Salt Lick, formance on the aoth will be;
iced
riod ends "It's not a
rpe
Believe Engine OK
in anybody's mind," Lunney
off since he apparently he foregot brothers, Pete Grant of Dawson cerned long train crew runs was voted Community Leader of
Elizabeth Newnam, Soprano; and crew eats breakfast.
said.
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"The analysis to date seems
that be came up on the steps. He Springs and Jack Brant of Clay; without extra pay, and the America last year.
Kathy Elliott, Alto; Henry 11:34 a.m.-Astronauts, wear- The astronauts awoke at 11 to indicate that we . probably
experthree grandchildren; four great
perform
Bannon,Tenor; and Carl Rogers, ing eyeshields,
a.m. EDT today after a long have an engine that will work
(Continued on Page Ten)
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grandchildren.
Bass.The choir of about 45 voices iment to study the flashes oaf night's sleep and were told of okay, or can be made to work
reporteyeballs
light
inside
the
will include members of the
the special test. Apollo 15 was okay," Windier said.
University Chorus, the Chancel ad on previous Apollo voyages, nearly halfway to the moon at The astrohauts wrestled with
Irwin and
The regular ladies day gulf will Choir of the First Presbyterian 1:34 p.m.-Scott,
the time.
the problem on and off Monday
and members of the ,Worden began 30-minute exer- The short developed a few afternoon and finally ended
be held at the Oaks Country Club Church' community.
cise period.
seconds after launch Monday in their first long day in space at
on Wednesday, July 28, at nips Murr
ciaasba will consist of 3:34 P-m.--Crew eats.
onisalusX..at-Slis swans wed to 12114 &as..MElf tram. Bike%
a.m.
.-Pikaitifr and Robert suer-P-41w- p.m.-Astronauts take control the engine.
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LEXINGTON (UPI)The problem, signaled by a nicator Karl G. Heinze asked
atmosphere.
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study
are
members
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All
Mills
Edwina
cello;
Neil
Mason,
Declaring that the population General Assembly if elected.
flyers how the view
attend.
organ; Linda Stalls and Cheryl 6:05 p.m.-Third course cor- flickering instrument panel the space
Ruling on a suit filed by four
deviations in Kentucky's new
rection opportunity, if needed. diecklight-could have come was, with earth 75,000 miles
David
Sachman,
oboes;
be
will
Covington
city
luncheon
officials,
Swinford
ladies
A
legislative districts "cannot be
served at 12:15 p.m. with Bobbie Sutherland, Keith Haney, and 7:34 p.m.-Scott and Irwin from one of three possibilities- away.
justified," U. S. District Judge suggested that the 1972 General
Buchanan and Sue Outland as David Tucker,trumpets; and sue niter moon lander Falcon for one of which would wash out "It's fantastic, Karl," reportMac Swinford Monday struck Assembly might have to readjust
ed Worden. "You ought to see
,,sye on landing.
chairmen of the hostesses.
Kirkland, tumpani. The entire second inspection tour and themo
down the new reappointment law only districts having substantial
"We're
to try to It man."
housekeeping.
general
will
be
under
the
emsemble
population
variances
and could
as unconstitutional.
NEED A KITTEN
inte athepr
teoblem,"
news "I'm eating my heart out,"
morningLunney
direction of Carl D. Mowery, Jr 9:24 p.m.-Scott and Irwin recreate
The judge ruled that can- leave the others intact.
replied Heinze, a scientist.
said
to someone tor a The University Chorus is under return to command ship.
late
free
Kitten
is
didates nominated in the newly "However, it is not within this
thet astronaut still awaiting for his
ouh dnn
pet. Call 753-6689 for further the direction of Robert Baar.
•ILlfer you
p.m.-Astronauts have circuitbriefing.bre'
10:34
court's
province
at
this
time
to
Three traffic collisions were Information.
formed districts in the May
first spaceflight assignment.
you
dinner.
in the order the legislature to make Investigated on Monday by the
primaries may run
p.m.-Crew begins eight get a burn, then you've got a
11:34
(Continued on Page Ten)
Murray Police Department. No
November election and may
(Continued on Page Ten)
hour rest • lad,problem."
Injuries were listed on the reports
filed by the officers.
Involved in a collision at South
12th and Poplar Streets at 10:45
a.m. were a 1968 Ford four door
hardtop driven by Charles David
Ferguson of Paducah and a 1965
Chevrolet four door sedan driven
By Herbert L Sparrow
called "VEE" to the Bluegrass by Clint Hardin Skaggs of Hardin
state.
Route One.
How much more will Murray rate increases put into effect
FRANKFORT (UPI)-Gov. The disease, Venezuelan Both cars had been moved residents and local business recently by the newly-constituted
Louie B. Nunn and 40 equine encephalrnoyelitis, has when the police was notified. establishments have to pay for U.S. Postal Service.
The service, created last year
representatives of Kentucky's killed thousands of horses i*.n an Damage to the Ford was on the postal services this year than
under the Postal Reorganization
horse industry met Monday and epidemic in Texas, but no cases left rear fender and to the last?
drew up a six-point plan to help of the disease have been reported Chevrolet on the right front An estimate, based upon their Act, replaces the former Post
prevent the spread of the equine so far in any other state.
fender.
expenditures in prior years, is Office Department. It is now a
sleeping sickness commonly "We don't have a crisis now," The second collision occurred now available. It shows that they semi-autonomous body in the
he Governor said,"and we don't at 1:11 p.m. while it was raining will have to fork up an additional form of a government corexpect a problem. But we are between a 1971 Oldsmobile 880,530 in the next 12 months.
poration,
removed
from
prepared to avert a crisis or meet Cutlass owned by Juanita Cohoon The added cost, which comes to Congressional control.
it if it does occur."
and driven by Bonnie Cohoon of about 21 percent, will result from
(Continued on Page Ten)
The six points of the plan in- 1702 Magnolia Drive, Murray,
and a 1965 Oldsmobile 96 owned411
Seven cartons of cheese, in- clude:
Carl G. Cameron and dr'
cluding 210 pounds, were stolen -establishment of an im- by Ca
Commodity mediate liason with the US. by Bonnie Jean Cameron of
the
from
By United Press International
Distribution Cent Railroad Department of Agriculture Royal Oak, Mich.
Avenue, according to the report relative to their actions con- Both cars were going south on PEACE IN MIDEAST TURNING SOUR SAY REPORTS
South 16th Street, when the
made to the Murray Police cerning VEE.
BEIRUT-Arab political sources reported today that the inCameron car because of traffic
Department on Monday at 9:05
-establishment of a sur- was waiting to make a left turn dicators of Middle East peace are turning sour: there is growing
p.m.
veillance system to trace down onto Sycamore Street, according evidence they Egypt intends to resume its war of attrition with
The police report said a wooden
horses whose symptoms to the police report. Miss Cohoon Israel. That on-again, off-again series of battles across the Suez
sick
panel was taken out of the front
VEE.
resemble
was unable to stop in time to Canal-by fighter planes, artillery and commando teams-lasted
door to gain entry to the Center.
-monitor the mosquito and avoid hitting the Cameron car in from the Six-Day War of 1968 until last August, when a cease-fire
other carriers of the disease and the rear end, the police report went into effect.
start a statewide vector control said. The cars had been moved
program.
when the police arrived at the TERRORISTS BLOW UP FOUR CHOPPERS
SAIGON-A band of Viet Cong terrorists blew up four
-set up a program of vac- scene.
Cloudiness cination that can be immediately Damage to the Cohoon car was helicopters at an Allied airbsse near Saigon today. Two
Kentucky:
decreasing central and east implemented in case of an out- on the front end and to the Americans were wounded and the Conununists escaped without a
shot being fired. In other war action,852 bombers flew raids near
today. Generally fair west and
Cameron car on the rear end.
(Continued on Page Ten)
over state tonight. Becoming
South 3rd Street was the scene the A Shau Valley, a Laotian border region, and at five areas in
partly cloudy Wednesday with
of the third collision at 3:48 p.m. South Vietnam's northern sector,
DINNER RESBRVATIONS
widely scattered showers or
between a 1964 Ford Galaxie 500
thundershowers in 04 afternoon, Calloway County Country Club driven by Otis Ferguson of New AGNEW TO RETURN TO STATES WEDNESDAY
LISBON-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew planned a light,
continued mild. Highs today and members wishing to attend the Concord and a 1963 Ford pickup
Wednesday upper 70s to mid 808, welcoming dinner for new driven by Ansel Edward Griffin ceremonial schedule for today, his last full day in Portugal. He
returns to the United States Wednesday to report to President
members Thursday evening are of Murray Route Seven.
lows tonight in 60s.
asked to make reservations in Griffin, headed north, had Nixon on the progress of hIs 11-nation, 32-day world tour.
advance by contacting either started to pull away from a
EXTENDED FORECAST
Kentucky: The extended Mrs. Jackie Ransom at 753-3058 parking space at the curb and LOCKHEED LOSES TWO SENATE VOTES
WASHINGTON-Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and its backers in the
weather outlook, Thursday or Mrs. Jane Fitch at 7534904 not failed to see the Ferguson car
through Saturday, showed later than Wednesday evening. also going north on South 3rd Nixon administration have lost two Senate votes in tiled battle to
scattered showers or thunStreet, according to the police win a $250 million loan guarantee from Congress. The defeats for
Lockheed-on votes to cut off debate on the main loan bill, and to
dershowers Thursday through
report.
FREE KITTENS
SCIENTIST'S DREAM, PILOT'S NIGHTMARE — The site chosen as the lunar target
Saturday. Little change in Three kittens with long black Damage to the car was on the set aside an amendment that would subject any loan guarantee
(top, as seen on the approach) has been called a scientist's dream and a pilot's
temperatures through Saturday heir are free to persons for pets. right front end and fender and to for the aircraft firm to a final review by Congress-will delay
nightmare. It is in a small valley (lower) surrounded on three sides by the highest
with highs in the 80s and lows in For further information call 753- the truck on the left front end and eventual settlement of the problem. Lockheed says it must have
mountains on the Moon and bordered on the fourth side by a 1.200 - foot - deep
loan
by
Aug
8,
assurances
of
the
or
it
will
fall
into
bankruptcy.
the 60s,
fender.
5058.
gorge, and is a geological gold mine.

Music Service Set
For Thursday Night

Apollo 15
Timetable

Must Check To See If
Main Engine Fires OK

Mother Of Raymond
F. Dixon Expires

Kentucky Reapportionment Law
Ruled Unconstitutional Monday

Ladies Day Golf
Planned At Oaks

No One Injured
In Collisions
Here Monday

Plan To Prevent Spread
Of VEE In State Set Up

Postal Patrons Here
To Pay $80,530 More
This Year Than Last

Cheese Stolen From
Commodity Center
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Advocates of the one-day outing
may find roadside parks made to

Ten Years Ago Today
LW:00sta•Tufts FHA

order.

Liberty Super Markets, Inc., of Jackson, Term., announce that
construction has been started on their mammoth and ultramodern super market located on South 12th Street in Murray.
A loan of $1,469,000 for Murray State College has been made by
the Community Facilities Administration of the Housing and
Home Finance Agency for construction of the third four story
dormitory north of Chestnut Street.
Mrs. A. 0. Woods and Mrs. Mike Farmer are attending the
national flower show in St. Louis, Mo.
Glenn Dale Armstrong,a 1955 graduate of Kirksey High School,
has been accepted for admission to Georgetown College this fall.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO=•Tim= FILE
Mrs.Ella Fair McReynolds,age 88, died July 25 at her home on
Murray Route Four.
Billy Joe Outland, Billy S. Weeks, Ralph E. Ferguson, J. D...
Howard,Ted H. Howard,George W.Shelton, Billy Joe Schroeder,
and Howard W. Coy have volunteered for the Air Force. They
have left for Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, for their basic
training.
Dedication services for the new building at the Lynn Grove
Methodist Chiu-ch
Mr.and Mrs.Hugo Wilson are the parents of a baby girl born at
the Murray Hospital during the past week.

BOOK REVIEW

Agnew doesn't mind
criticism
if it's fair
AGNEW — PROFILE IN
CONW
Charles Serthaer's Sam; MO
pages; $AL

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Men who live out their lives in a state of confusion,
bewilderment, frustration and desperation are men
who don't understand women—which is to say all of
us.
"Who is't can read a woman?"
—William Shakespeare
in "Cymbeline"

Reviewed By
FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Few who know Spiro T.
Agnew, have read about him or
heard him speak will say the
37th vice president of the
United States is a serene and
uncomplicated man.
Pulitzer Prize-winning Jim
Lucas makes no such claims,
either, in his enlightening story
of Agnew then and now. But
Lucas' reasonably objective
account of the vice president,
frcni his "disastrous" debut
into politics in 1960 until he was
elected to the second highest
office in the land, leaves you
with this impression:
If Ted Agnew seems to be a
man who attracts conflict and
controversy, he has had a lot of
help creating that image from
the news media and his
political foes.
Even so, now that his name is
a household word, the vice
president
doesn't
mind
criticism so long as he thinks
it's fair, writes Lucas. At times
Agnew appears almost to
expect he will continue to be the
chief target of those whose
political philosophies and
actions he so vehemently opposes.
Lucas recalls a recent
conversation in which the vice
president said he sees a slowing
of the trend to ,violent confrontation and rioting instead
of peaceful protest.
"I think we have arrested the
trend," Agnew said. "We've
had a more peaceful year. But
the time has come to demand
"It is time, if necessary, to
risk being unpopular."
The story of Agnew's
political career, from the early
1960s as a Baltimore County
officeholder until he served as

Maryland governor before
_moving___on to the vice
presidenci, reflects this attitude.
Agnew, Lucas recalls, often
risked a decline in popularity, to
take the political road he
thought was the right one, even
though it rubbed some of his
friends and followers raw.
After the Baltimore riots m
the wake of Martin Luther
King's assassination in April,
1968, Gov. Agnew called before
him the community's Negro
leaders and dressed them down
for refusing to speak out
against the Negro "racists"
who triggered the sacking of
the city.
Many of these Negroes were
friends or political associates
of the governor. Some walked
out in the middle of his speech
and later Agnew remarked:
"Don't you think I knew I was
committing political suicide?"
As it turned out, he was not,
for Agnew's conduct during
those troublesome times attracted the attention of national
leaders and eventually had
considerable to do with
Richard' Nixon's decision to
select the Maryland governor
as his Republican running
mate later that year.
Lucas relates Agnew's
running skirmishes with some
newsmen, newspapers and the
television news media before,
during and after the 1968
campaigns. As for his role as
an administration spokesman
and, some say, as the
President's hatchet man,
Lucas observes: •
"Some claim he(Agnew has
spoken for the President — has
said things Nixon cannot say —
as in his lashing of the media.
He has had to take bad news to
the
nation's
governors,
disappoint the nation's mayors,
confront the black militants,
face angry American Indians,,
and explain failures not of his
own
"Yet, withal, the man has
been a crowd pleaser of the
first magnitude . His name
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HELD IN MURDERS—Douglas George Dean, 19, is led
to court in Sheboygan,
Wis., where he was charged
with five counts of first
degree murder in connection with the shooting
deaths of his mother, the
mother of a girl friend and
the girl friend's three
youngee'brothers. The victims were Mrs. Hildegard
Dean, 50; Mrs. Naomi Rammer, 45, and her sons,
John, 16, Paul, 11, and
Tommy Rammer, 10.
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Western District, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202
West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee.
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bieuG CHARGES IN VI!
ONLY 10 FtWill THAN
IN ALL OF YEAR 1970
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By United P
Ameri

these tracts will be accepted by the TVA Division of
Reservoir Properties, Paris, Tennessee, until 2 p.m.,
CDT, August 13, 1971, when the bids will be publicly
opened. Bid forms, location, size, and other information may be obtained from the Manager,
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He • Over or 7
More Big Nights

BRITISH Gf T 82 64
EINLION TAX CUT
FOR "DECISIVE
BREAKTIKOUGH
ON INfLATION

Star

1972, through December 31, 1976. These tracts vary in
size from 3.0 to 250.0 acres. The land may not be used
for price-supported crops. Sealed bids for the use of
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WASHINGTON SAYS
HOME WADING
AT FASTEST PACE
IN TWO DECADES
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-
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A thought for today: Alexander Dumas said, "Business?
It's quite simple. It's other
people's money."

fJ

HANOI SAYS PEKING
AND WASHINGTON
CAWT MAKE PEACE

Re lax In
Air-Conditioned,
.11 •

Ryan's
Daughter,

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, July 27,
the 208th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
French novelist Alexander
Durnas was born July 27, 1824.
On this day in history:
In 1789 the U.S. Department
of Foreign Affairs was established, later to become known
as the State Department.
In 1909 OrvWe Wright set a
world record by staying aloft in
a plane 1 hour, 12 minutes and
40 seconds.
In 1953 after 2 years and 17
days of negotiations, the war in
Korea was declared over.
In 1954 Britain and Egypt
agreed on len= ending the 72year English control of the Suez
Canal.

41
,
111 Naph

have three to five picnic tables
and parking for 10 or 12 cars, but
lack rest rooms.
Approximately 300 roadside
table sites are scattered
throughout the state. These sites
usually are simple-pull-offs with
from one to three tables.
Thirteen scenic overlooks have
parking
small
facilities
overlooking an historic or particularly scenic site.
Two of the many excellent
Two of the many excellent
locations of these "short-stopvacations are the roadside parks
at Broke Leg Falls in Menifee
County, where virgin timber and
rhododendron nestle in a rustic
canyon, and at 76 Falls on Lake
Cumberland overlooking an
impressive view of the falls and
pictorial countryside.
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has become a household — in
internationally
fact, an
recognizable — word.
-It is, some say, part of the
Agnew mystique.
vice
the
"Privately,
president says he 'had no place
to go but up.'"
Jim Lucas, who won the
Pulitzer award for his coverage
of the Korean War and holds
the Presidential Unit Citation
as combat correspondent with
the U. S. Marines in World War
II, has turned from war to
politics with a surprising
finesse.
When you have read "Agnew
— Profile in Conflict," you will
know a lot more about what
makes the vice president tick
than you probably know now.

By DAR
UPI Si
HOUSTON
mad All, his,
left jabs ai
overhand rigl
like the mod
vintage years
sights today
heavyweight
Frazier.
All, the hes
220/
1
2 pounds,
up with let
exploded a
right which
toward an e
knockout in 2
final round
ship cumin;
Astrodome M
31,947.
"I have on
mind and U
and what I
him," Ali lea;
stay in shape
be ready for
All, who
decision to
York Marc!
running fou
today. Fraz
Ali-Ellis bout
television

For motorists' convenience and
comfort, strategically located
roadside parks, picnic tables and
scenic overlooks dot Kentucky's
principal highways and scenic
country roads.
A pre-packed or grill-cooked
THAT'S RIGHT—These traflunch eaten on a shady roadside
fic signs in St. Petersburg,
Fla., are a bit confusing, table, and impressive stops
along scenic overlooks as
wouldn't you say?
youngsters examine native trees
and flowers, provide compact
McDonald's beef
WOULD AID BLOOD DONORS,and inexpensive vacation days.
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Sen. Several combination rest areas
purchases second
Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore., said and roadside parks are located on
he will introduce legislation four of Kentucky's interstate
today to allow tax deductions to highways and four primary highAfter the federal governindividuals who donate blood. ways.
ment, the next biggest buyer of
Hatfield said only 3 per cent Depending on size and hamburger meat is McDonof eligible Americans donate facilities, roadside parks cost ald's, the company that has
blood, forcing the use of paid from 610,000 to $40,000 to build. hamburger stands coast to
coast and recently sold their
donors.
Locations are determined by
"Unfortunately, they include amount of use expected, historic seventh billion hamburger.
They serve 3.5 million hamdope addicts, derelicts and or scenic interest, topography,
others who may transmit availability of water and cost of burgers a day and buy 1,300
tons of beef a week. So far
hepatitis," Hatfield said, point- land and facilities.
ing out one of every 200 persons There are some 43 roadside McDonald's and their cuswho receive transfusions con- perks with complete facilities, tomers have gone through over
700,000 head of cattle.
tracts hepatitits.
including water fountains, rest
rooms, picnic tables, grills and
WORTH REPEATING
HEART-LUNGS TRANSPLANT disposal cans. Usually located on
Give your decisions, never
CAPE TOWN, South Africa a shaded, half-acre lot, they have
(UPI)—Dr. Christian Barnard from 8 to 12 tables and park 25 to give your reasons; your decisions may be right, your reaperformed South Africa's first 40 cars.
sons are sure to be wrong.
combined heart and lungs
— Lord Mansfield
transplant Sunday and the In addition, 23 smaller parks
recipient was reported in
satisfactory condition.
The recipient of the operation, the world's fourth such
transplant, wqs not officially
identified. But'hospital sources
Said he was Adrian Herbert, 51,
a colored dental mechanic of,
the Cape Town suburb of
Lansdowne.
TVA has 13 tracts of agricultural land in Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Kentucky,for rent from January 1,

S.

IF ROBERT BURNS could see himself as others saw him,
he would have had this view in Quincy, Ill. He's looking
over the shoulders of a workman during the operation
of moving his two-ton statue to a new resting place
from where it stood for 46 years
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All Knocks Out Ellis
In 12th Round Monday

iy
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Sports Parade

Men's Softball Tournament
City Park - Murray, Ky.
July 29, 30, 31, 1971

more often than Trevino at
By MILTON FUCHK4N
Westchester, but of course he's
UPI Sorts Writer
YORK (UPI)-Two more used to it and that's why
NEW
weeks ago, Lee Trevino was he copes with it better.
The Murray Recreation Men's
wasn't impressed.
Carrico
his cap in the au., Somebody asked DiMaggio
throwing
By DARRELL MACK
Softball Tournament will begin
he
whether
how
knew
to
felt
it
"Muhammad All is a big along the ropes.
and
time
laughing all the
UPI Sports Writer
Thursday July 29th at the City
be in the same spot Trevino is
City Park
clown who came into the ring The hawky All was banging knocking them dead.
Park
HOUSTON (UPI) -Muhamwith
and
away
combinations
in
now, meaning way down
Thursday
with oversize trunks to hide hi
He was the most talked-bout
mad All, his arsenal of rifle-like
The regular season play came
6:30 p.m.
fat," Frazier said. "Ellis fought Ellis' trainer, Angelo Dundee, figure in the country, maybe after having been way up such
left jabs and shotgun-strong
to a close with Dexter winning the
a stupid fight. He didn't know was screaming, "stop it Stop even in three countries, follow- a short time before.
Duncan's
overhand rights looking almost
title with an unbeaten record of
it!" when Edson moved in and ing his British Open victory, "You bet I do," Joe D. said.
what to do.
like the models he used in his
Friday
12-0.
away.
"I will fight either of them in waved All
which came right after equally. "I think it was in 1938. I had
vintage years of 1964-67, set his
City Park
the early fall for $5 million and All, who had staggered Ellis impressive wins in the United held out for some time. I was
sights today on dethroning change, tax
7:30 p.m.
Beale's Hardware
hitting about .500 the first few
free," Frazier said. with an overhand right in the States and Canadian opens.
heavyweight champion Joe
"Let them make the match. I am fourth and a right cross in the The world was Trevino's weeks of the season and when I
Frazier.
ninth, told writers later that he
City Park
got back to New York I was
ready."
oyster.
All, the heaviest in his life at
All, who has a 32-1 record could not have knocked Ellis out People who didn't know a booed. I guess people thought it
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
2 pounds, set Jimmy Ellis with
/
2201
26 knockouts, said he any quicker.
bogey from a golf cart were wasn't right for me to hold out.
up with left jabs and then
Outsiders
wanted two more fights before "Sure, it appeared that I talking about this incredible They didn't know the man I
Saturday
exploded a powerful overhand meeting
Frazier, possibly early could have used my right hand Mexican superman, Lee Trevi- had to deal with, Ed Barrow.
Park
City
right which sent Ellis reeling next
year. All may fight Jerry more," All said. "But I ain't no. His picture was every place Lenune tell you, he was tough. Keg Heads
7:30 p.m.
toward an eventual technical Quarry next in
lead
to
about six weeks dumb. He was trying
newspa- The year after I hit in those 56
Dexter
knockout in 2:10 of the 12th and and then go on an exhibition me on. He wanted me to come you looked. In every
and on consecutive games you know
station
TV
Dexter
every
on
per,
Thursday
final round of their champion- tour to Europe.
after him with my right.
both Time and Newsweek what he offered me? a $5,000
p.m.
7:30
ship elimination bout in the
a
him
"I
chased
have
could
City Park
Ali had little trouble with
cut.Astrodome Monday night before Ellis, his former sparring little more in the early rounds, covers simultaneously.
Thursday
wanted Joe DiMaggio shook his head Carroll V.W.
he
said
Trevino
Lee
31,947.
8:30 p.m.
partner, after the sixth round but then I might have been in a to become the biggest money at the recollection.
"I have only one thing on my and was well ahead on points world of hurt, too," All said.
single "I'll say one thing about this
a
City Park
in
time
all
of
winner
mind and that's Joe Frazier entering the 12th. Referee Jay "That James Ellis ain't nobody's
season, and he thought he could game though," he said looking
Moose
Friday,
8:30 p.m.
and what I am going to do to Edson, of
Phoenix, Ariz., scored fool. He's a smart fighter."
because of a tip Jack Nicklaus at the TV screen where Arnold
him," Ali tattid. "I am going to it 110-93,
condiexcellent
showing
All,
Park
City
Judge Earle Keel had
months ago. Palmer was making an apstay in shape and I am going to it 108-102 and Judge Ernie tion at this unusually heavy had given him six
Thursday 9:30 p.m.
Nicklaus had told him not to proach shot. "Nobody ever gets
be ready for him this time."
Taylor had it 107-104. UPI weight, was able to stay away fret about anything because his booed in golf."
Pritchett'.
All, who lost a 15-round scored it 106-103.
from Ellis' powerful right hand
game was good enough to beat
decision to Frazier in New
11
had
Ellis
which
brought
2
/
311
Ellis, giving away
York March 8, started by pounds while weighing a trim first-round knockouts and 13 any course and any player.
"That word of encouragement
running four miles at dawn 119, knew he was behind.
KO's within three rounds in his changed my life," Trevino
today. Frazier, who saw the
3741ght career.
only a
Ali-Ellis bout on closed circuit "I tried to pin him in a When Ellis was able to throw announced to one and all
"It
television in Philadelphia, corner," Ellis said. "I had to the right, All either ducked or couple of weeks back.
the
being
from
me
stopped
couldn't
I
but
gamble
make a
picked off the punch with his
aCial:DiCioXiv=•=i•=i47•={14:00•C
was
I
character
nervous
By NEIL HERSHBERG
control."
get to him"
glove.
off Darrell Brandon and then
UPI Sports Writer
Gibson, who doesn't compare
Instead, All staggered Ellis Ellis was effective at times before."
By United Press International
raced to third when Ron Stone
with the overhand right and with his left jab, bloodying All's Not quite.
Jerry Levies may possibly Bob Gibson, who readily himself as a pitcher today to missed Brandon's pickoff throw
is
Later
fastball
Weeks
Two
Only
his
that
uppercut
admits
the one he was 10 or even five
followed with a left
have been involved in the most
nose in the fourth round. He
Here it is only two weeks lopsided trade in pro football reserved for special occasions, years ago, relies primarily on at first base and the ball
s•ix)-coo.0.=•=csio•csezsC that sent Ellis reeling backward
bounced into right field. Doug
By United Press International to his corner. All moved in also reopened the wound in the later and Trevino is nervous
had the New York Mets under good control with an occasional
history.
ninth with a left hook. Ellis'
Rader followed with a double.
American League
than
so
more
Maybe
again.
the
night.
to
rights
Monday
control
two
fastball
for good measure.
quickly with
The Houston Oilers, in- his
two best punches, perhaps,
Willie hit two homers for
East
before.
head and Ellis went sliding were a pair of left hooks in the
fluenced by an important Gibson pitched a five-hitter
"I don't throw the fastball as Philadelphia.
W. L. PHCT. GB
old
his
from
He was far
scrimmage on Saturday, Mon- for his second straight shutout often but on occasion I still
eighth round, but even•they
Baltimore
60 38 .612 ...
happy-go-lucky carefree self at day dealt the star wispy wide and Joe Torre doubled in a pair
throw as hard as I used to,"
stagger
former
didn't
the
Boston
57 41 .582 3
last week's Westchester Clas- receiver to the San Diego of first-inning runs to give the said the two-time Cy Young THREE-WAY BATTLE
champion.
51 48 .515 9/
2
1
Detroit
sic. He didn't pull any to Chargers for 590 pounds of St. Louis Cardinals a 4-0 victory
NEW YORK (UPI)-Arnold
award winner. Gibson's victory
Neither fighter was down and
51 51 .500 11
New York
snakes on anybody and he flesh. Going to the Oilers for over the Mets.
Palmer has turned llae moneyhis
for
198
him
gives
Monday
were
the
both
at
unmarked
end.
41 59 410 20
Cleveland
didn't laugh much. He didn't the 5-10 175-pound Levias were Gibson, who was sidelined by illustrious career.
winning race into a three-way
All earned at least $450,000
By Jane Brandon
Washington
40 58 .40820
make the cut and was glad he 6-8 290 pound defensive end a muscle tear in his leg earlier
battle with his $50,000 victory in
major
other
only
the
In
from the fight and maybe
West
just so he could get awayRon
didn't
Westchester Classic that
back
rounding
the
is
season,
this
3006-8,
and
Billingsley
'
league action Chicago trounced
W. L. Pct. GB Paul Hogue, 88, of Metropolis, more, depending on the final from people.
gave him a total of $164,749 this
pound offensive tackle Gene into his old form as he posted Montreal, 5-2,
as
Saturday
Minnesota
driver
he
top
the
was
the
from
circuit
receipts
closed
63 35 643 ...
Oakland
They were bugging him Ferguson.
his eighth victory against nine downed Boston, 2-1, and Hous- year.
52 45 .536 10/
2 took the feature race at Keeling television which was poped to crazy.
1
Kansas City
Gibson, who has 47 ton defeated Philadelphia, 7-4.
losses.
considerable
"Wegave
Lee Trevino, who failed to
2 • Track. Hogue a long time 200 cities in the United States Lee Trevino, who did a great
/
California
49 54 .476 161
thought to this and we felt we career shoutouts, blanked Phi- The Cardinals gave Gibson all make the cut in the Westchesplaced
also
All
Keeling
countries.
foreign
34
and
at
favorite
2
1
Chicago
45 54 .455 18/
job of accepting the bows. had to fill the defensive end ladelphia last week in his last
the runs he needed in the first ter Classic, continues to lead
45 54 .455 18/
2 second in the second heat and was guaranteed 45 per cent of suddenly discovered there can !
1
Minnesota
spot," Houston General Maria- start.
inning when Matty Alou and with $197,219, followed by Jack
the receipts. The crowd paid also be some
2 was second top qualifier,
1
Milwaukee
40 57 .412 22/
painful bruises ger John W. Breen said. "It The victory was the fourth in
took about 8300,000 and early estiPaducah
Luis Melendez singled with one Nicklaus with $167,713. The rest
13,
White,
Jerry
Most important of all prehaPs
Monday's Results
was reserve end Charlie Joiner, eight decisions for Gibson since out and Torre followed with a of the top 10 includes Gary
the first heat and Roy Rodgers mates from the closed circuit he discovered there's
Minn 2 Boston 1
one who led all Oiler receivers in his return to the starting
two-run double down the left Player ($119,510), Miller Barber
115 Paducah the second. The TV was about 400,000 people precious thing money can't
(only game scheduled)
the scrimmage with seven rotation after the disabling field line.
was won by Junior who paid more than 81 million. always buy.
heat
third
Littler
Gene
($103,590),
Pitchers
Today's Probable
passes and Billingsley's dispute injury.
Paducah, with Ellis received 20 per cent of Privacy. Sweet
Jim Hickman collected three
Beard
Frank
Boston (Lonborg 4-4 and Culp Reeling, 99, of
old-fashieepd with Charger coach Sid Gillman The veteran Cardinal right- who owtt (ww,,,,, to two roos to ($93,582),
(991,2711, Bruce Crampton
12-7) at Milwaukee /Lockwood Larry Walston 56, Benton, taking the total receipts.
privacy.
only
with
pitching
was
hander
a
that brought the trade to
back the five-hit pitching of ($89,621), Dave Eichelberger
6-7 and Parsons 8-12), 2, twi- the fourth. Walston was also the
If he cares to know a little head," an Oiler spokesman three days rest because "we Milt Pappas
as Chicago beat ($88,930) and Tom Shaw
top qualifier for the night.
he
all
night.
subject
the
more about
itihe
ran out of P--rst"
added
add.
the
but
Hickman
Montreal.
drove home 487,122).
13,
White,
Heat-Jerry
First
New York (Stottlemyre 10-9)
has to do is ask people like
In other pro football squad weary Gibson used his fine Glenn Beckert, who had
at Chicago (Hinton 1-1), night. Raymond Rodgers, 26, Ralph
Frank Sinatra, Arnold Palmer, changes Monday, the Dallas control to keep the Mets in walked, in the first inning to
Oakland (Hunter 12-9 and Hilliard, 88, Gary Richardson, 5
Joe DiMaggio, Elizabeth Taylor Cowboys trimmed their roster check.
give the Cubs a 1-0 lead, and he HOCKEY TELEVISED
Segui 6-4) at Baltimore (Dobson and Ray Denhan, 54.
or Willie Mays about it by
rookies "I knew I didn't have my drove in the fifth Chicago run NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
releasing five
Rodgers,
-Roy
Heat
Second
13-4 and Jackson 3-2), 2, twisometime.
Including ninth-round draft pick best stuff," realized the 35- in the seventh inning after Columbia Broadcasting System
Larry
88,
Hogue,
Paul
115,
night.
"I don't have any time to Honor Jackson. A wide receiver year-old Redbird hurler after Beekert had tripled.
will televise a National Hockey
Kansas City (Hedlund 8-6) at Walston, 56, Bill Myhan, 31 and
myself," Trevino said before from University of Pacific and throwing the first pitch of the Pappas walked none and League game each Sunday
34.
Glisson,
Cotton
Detroit (Lolich 15-7), night.
checking out of the Westches- the New Orleans Saints placed game. "Fortunately, I had good struck out three in posting his starting in January, 1972. It
California (Murphy 8-11 at Third Heat-Junior Keeling,
ter. "I haven't seen my kids in Rookie receiver Charles Whittemarks the sixth consecutive
11th victory in 20 decisions.
Rudy
Jr.,
24
Keeling,
Bill
Cleveland (Dunning 7-7), night. 19,
13 weeks. I'm just doing too more, a free agent from
UniThe
A bases-loaded sacrifice fly year CBS has handled the NHL
LEXINGTON:
and
34
Glisson,
Cotton
12,
Collier,
Washington (Broberg 2-3) at
many things."
Georgia, on waivers,
versity of Kentucky will
with one out in the ninth inning telecasts.
Minnesota (Corbin 7-7), night. Ray Denhan, 54.
What things?
The Minnesota Vikings reby Jim Holt scored Rich Reese
Fourth Heat-Larry Walston, open its 26-game 1971-72
"I guess I'm just a nice guy," ceived a serious blow to their By United Press International to give Minnesota the victory
56, Roy Rodgers, 115, Paul basketball season against
Wednesday's Games
said Trevino, who is right about title hopes when it was learned
Mein
1
Dec.
Northwestern
Leading Batters
over Boston.
Hogue, 88, Raymond Rodgers, 26
Washington at Minn, night
morial Coliseum and close that because he is. "When that starting veteran guard Jim
National League
Reese started the winning
88.
Hillard,
Ralph
and
Boston at Milw, night
on Thursday, March 9, somebody comes around and Vellone would be lost for the
G. AB R. H. Pct. rally with a leadoff triple past
Feature Race-Paul Hogue,88,
New York at Chi, night
against Tennessee in Knox- says 'We's like to do this, we'd season. Vellone, who failed to Torre. St 1. 102 391 61 144 .368 Reggie Smith in right field.
Bill Keeling, 24 Jr., Larry ville.
Kan City at Detroit, night
like to do that' I'm always the pass the team inspection, is Bckrt. Chi
96 388 65 136 .351 Starter and loser Sonny Siebert,
Walston, 56, Roy Rodgers, 115
Calif at Cleve, night
After the opening game, kind of guy who says how much
from a condition Clmnt. Pit
86 345 58 117 .339 14-5, then loaded the bases with
suffering
34.
Glisson
Cotton
and
Coach Adolph Rupp's Wild- time do you need? They say 4
Oakland at Bal, night
requiring extensive care over a Brock. St 1, 99 407 80 137 .337 intentional walks to Leo CardeTop
Qualifiers-Larry cats will play his alma mait
and
minutes,
or 5 minutes, 10
100 409 70 137 .335 nas and Jim Nettles.
long period and will return Garr, Atl
Walston, 56, 22.47, Paul Hogue, ter, the University of KanNational League
drags on to 30 minutes and I go
at Davis, La
101 408 61 136 .333 Siebert got George Mittertreat
88, 23.15, Bill Myhan, 31, 23.72.
sas. at Lawrence, Dec. 4, ahead and do the thing. I do home to receive treatment
East
88 341 39 111 .326 wald on a short fly to left with
the UCLA Medical ('enter in Sngln, Pt
and then play Kansas State
W. L. Pct. GB
after the other and I Los Angeles.
77 288 37 93 .323 the runners holding before Hot,
Pptn, Chi
at Manhattan two nights one right
65 36 .644
Pittsburgh
want to because the press, the The New York Giants cut Alou. St.1,
95 390 53 126 .323 batting for winning pitcher Jim
later.
2
/
Chicago
54 46 .540 101
people that write, have always former Notre Dame ace middle Cash. Pit
70 283 56 91 .322 Kaat, lofted a fly to deep
int: FIRST Kentucky-In55 47 .539 10/
2
1
Reach
St. Louis
been nice to me. So have the linebacker Jim Wright from the
diana game in Freedom
American League
center to score Reese.
51 47 .520 12/
2
1
New York
for
and
radio, squad along with free agent
people of television
Hall. Louisville, will be
H.
Pct.
R.
AR
who
Cedeno,
tied
had
G.
Cesar
2
/
44 58 .431 211
Philadelphia
and without them I wouldn't be right end Tom Bienemann of Oliva, Min
played Saturday. Dec. 11.
79 304 51 109 .359 the game in the eighth and 10th
2 League leader Rutledge suc- The Wildcats will then
/
46 62 .393 251
Montreal '
where I am today. But I just Minnesota Wright is the son of Muccer, NY 98 153 63 119 337 innings, singled
and scored the
cessfully defended its title
West
meet Michigan State at
hope they understand I'm not former Giants' backfield coach Rojas, KC
7
4 .3318
921 337 5476 11017
the
run
W. L. Pct. GB Thursday night by defeating the
home before participating
gonna do as many things in the Harry Wright.
to pace the in
gd
1 victory.
Astros'
Otis, KC
second place challengers, in their annual University
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
San Francisco 62 41 .602
future simply because it takes
Another "name" cut was Hwrd, Wash 96 359 40 110 .306 cedeno rapped a two-out single
2 Bumpus, in Murray Recreation of
1
53 49 .520 8/
Kentucky
Los Angeles
Invitational
too much time away from me linebacker Dave
Simmonds, Mnchr, Wash 85 271 31 83 .306
Tournament Dec. 17-18.
53 52 .505 10 basketball action, 80-76.
Atlanta
and I'd like to have a little former No. 1 draft choice of the Rttrund, Bal 84 279 49 85 .305
Participating in the tour2 Entering the final game of the
/
50 50 .500 101
Houston
privacy of my own."
St. Louis Cardinals, who was Rchrdt. Chi 85 316 35 96 .304
48 56 .466 14'42 tournament with a 4-1 record, nament with the Wildcats
Cincinnati
Trevino talked about some of released by the New England Tovar, Min
96 398 58 120 .302
swill
be
avenge
to
California,
out
set
quickly
Bumpus
Missouri
36 67 .350 26
San Diego
the phone calls he had gotten.
Princeton.
82 285 51 85 .298
Pairings
Rbnsn. Bal
their only loss by taking an early and
Patriots.
Monday's Results
"You get calls from people Cleveland Browns' head
Home Runs
It&
lead. Rutledge came back soon, will be made later this
Chicago 5 Mont 3
who don't even know you," he
year.
league: Stargell,
National
not
was
Skorich
shuffled
lead
the
and
however,
Nick
coach
St. Louis 4 N.Y. 0
said.
don't
you
say
"They
know
The
Wildcats
will close
impressed with quarter-back Pitt 32; Aaron, Atl 29; May,
back and forth for the rest of the
Houston 7 Phila 4
out their
us and we don't know you but
non-conference
Mike Phipps, who is being On 25; Johnson, Phil 22;
game.
(only games scheduled)
schedule Dec. 28 in their
we think you're the greatest.
Rutledge was finally able to annual
to replace veteran Bill Montanez, Phil, Colbert, SD and
groomed
Freedom Hall battle 'They call at midnight and at
it
was in control Bonds. SF 20
hold
and
lead
point
Phipps
Nelsen.
four
a
build
Today's Probable Pitchers
with Notre Dame. Some 84
one in the morning. You get
of the team for seven series of American League: Melton,
Houston (Dierker 12-4 and for the remainder of the game to tickets to both the Indiana
the phone cut off and then they downs but only on the final one Chi and Cash, Dot 22; Smith,
and Notre Dame games reBlasingame 6-8) at Philadelphia win.
come up and keep knocking at
Jerome
and
made any movement downfield. Bos 21; Petrocelli, Boa, Nettles,
Rutledge
Bobby
main
and
may
be
pur(Fryman 6-4 and Reynolds 3-2),
your door. When I was at the
Brandon led the winners with 19 chased
"It shows I have a long way (ley, Oliva, Minn, Murcer,
by
Mail
order
2, twi-night.
Open some
Western
kids to go," said
the
young NYand Howard, Wash 18.
St. Louis (Zachery 3-6) at points each. Game scoring through the UK Athletic
knocked at my door all day
satisfied
Runs Batted In
not
Office,
"Fro
Memorial
Coliseum,
for
Williams
Ron
quarterback
to
went
honors
night.
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New York (Seaver
long. I would've gone off
League: Stargell,
National
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40506.
Ky.
all."
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Gary
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move,
no
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D.C. 4-At University of Konen
Lee Trevino has gone some- .
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Dec. 4-At KalVIOS Wine
Santo, Chi 65.
as km as
San Diego (Phoebus 3-10), Immediately after the game,
place now. He has gone fishing.
Doc. 11-Iroliane (Freedom Moil)
BEACH, Fla. American League: Killebrew,
Barry Polston, City Recreation
DAYTONA
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night.
matter
doesn't
It
to
him
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-Richard Petty's fourth Minn 70; Petrocelli, Boa 66; B.
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Chicago (Holtzman 8-11) at Director, presented plaques to ton)
whether he catches many or (UPI)
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winning
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Atlanta at San Fran
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St. L. at New York
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Houston at Phila. night
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either side of the cake table were
covered with white cloths and
held crystal punch bowls with
silver bands, five branched
candelabra holding blue tapers,
arrangements of gladioli and
daisies and silver dishes with
blue and white mints. Low palms Mrs. E. W. Riley and Mrs.
Miss Becky Ann Gentry was Miss Diana Parr, Atlanta, Ga. in urns stood at the outer ends of Luther Jackson were the
hostesses for the meeting of
married to Dennis Glenn Hardin Their dresses and flowers were the serving tables.
on Saturday, July 10, at eight exactly like that of the maid of Mrs. Jack Morrison was in Circle I of the Women's Society of
o'clock in the evening in a lovely honor. The bride's attendants charge of serving and was Christian Service of the First
candlelight ceremony at the Beth wore white wrist length gloves assisted by Mrs. J. L. Burden, United Methodist Church held on
Baptist
Church, and tiny hand carved ivory Mrs. Gardiner Gentry, Mrs. Tuesday, July 20, at two o'clock
Haven
earings, gifts of the bride. They
at the lovely
Louisville.
Carroll Hatcher, and Mrs. Jerry in the afternoon
The bride is the daughter of Mr. also wore slippers of baby doll Blankenship.
the Riley home on Sha-Wa Circle.
During
and Mrs. John Gentry of style, dyed to match their reception Mrs. Wayne Lawrence, The chairman, Mrs. David
with meeting with
Louisville and the granddaughter dresses.
sister of the bride, and Mrs. Henry, opened
Little Miss Lara Beth Self,
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson
the gifts. a poem,"Where There Is Love".
displayed
Cheek
Roland
of Murray and the late Mr. and niece of the bride, was the flower Each one assisting at the She expressed her appreciation
Mrs. W. T. Gentry of Dickson, girl. Her dress was fashioned in reception wore white carnation for the cards received by her
Tenn. The groom is the son of Mr. the same style and color as the corsages.
while her mother was in the
Hardin, Louisville, bridesmaids and she wore a
A.
S.
Mrs.
hospital.
and
Buren
Lawrence
Scott
John
Masters
By Abigail Van
and the grandson of Mrs. Inez silver bracelet and white gloves, and Timothy Wayne Lawrence, Mrs.Jack Bailey introduced
Armstrong and Mr. and Mrs. gift of the bride. She carried a nephews of the bride, passed out Mrs. Richard Tuck who gave the
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for many years [no
Alien Hardin, all of Louisville. miniature basket and flowers like rice tied in blue tulle with white program on "I Will Lift My
is
who
mother
elderly
my
see
children] and I have had to go
Rev. D. Bradley Price, the bridesmaids. She was ribbon which was showered upon Hands In Thy Name" taken from
and
alone,
ill in another state. My husband stays in the house
pastor of Beth Haven, escorted to the altar by Master the bride and groom as they the Response magazflie. She
associate
never mentions having any company, but I suspect he is
performed the double ring Randall Scott Price who carried departed for an unannounced closed with a reading, "Let's
of
any
into
go
won't
I
absence.
entertaining a woman in my
ceremony before the altar im- a white satin pillow edged in lace, wedding trip. For traveling the Celebrate Life". She used the
the details because I don't want others in this town to know I
pressively decorated with spiral holding decorative rings.
bride wore a pink two pieced picture of the Praying Hands and
am suspicious, but is it possible to have our bed bugged?
The gown and veil of the bride
candelabra, palms, and a large
dress of light weight velour other posters to illustrate points
SUSPICIOUS
arrangement of white gladioli, and those of her attendants were trimmed in hot pink. Her ac- in her program.
mums, and daisies. The trinity fashioned and handmade by the cesories were white and she wore
The minutes were read by Mrs.
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: Yes. But that kind of evidence
service was also used. The bride's mother.
candle
surface.
would only scratch the
a corsage of white dogwood or- Robert Smith and the treasurer's
Anthony Paige Hardin, brother
pews were marked with greenery
report was given by Mrs. Carl
chids.
of the groom,served as best man.
bows.
satin
The
pews
white
thought
and
never
who
reader
another
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Rowland. Mrs. Clude Farmer
DEAR ABBY: Here is
were marked with greenery and Groomsmen were Joe Hamilton, graduated from Valley High and Mrs. E. A. Lundquist were
she'd be writing to you, but we need outside advice.
Barry Armstrong, cousin of the
white satin bows.
School. Mrs. Hardin has been appointed to the nominating
Our 10-year-old daughter, I'll call her Mary, plays with
Miss Angela Humphrey
groom, Chet Gray, and Brad
the
the
entered
As
guests
these
considered
always
We've
age.
her
employed at the United States committee. Thirty-five visits to
Bob, a neighbor boy
vestibue they were greeted by Engleman, brother-in-law of the Census Bureau and Mr. Hardin is the sick and shutins were
neighbors to be very fine people.
Mr.and Mrs. W.T. Humphrey of Route One,Rumsey,announce
Torrans, Schroon groom. The groom and other men employed with the Western reported by the members.
Recently Mary went over to play with Bob, her daily
the engagement of their daughter, Angela, to Donald L. Nanny, Mrs,-, hard
presented them in the wedding party wore black Electric Company, Louisville.
who
N.Y.,
Lakb,
father
his
so
hospital,
Charles Guthrie, educational
the
in
was
mother
custom. But Bob's
son of Mr.and Mrs. Charles Nanny of Murray Route Two.
and Edwardian tuxedoes with ruffled Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson assistant for the church,
programs
wedding
with
minutes
few
a
for
The bride-elect is a junior at Murray State University where she
came to the door. He said Bob was gone
invited them to sign the guest shirts and formal black bow ties, of Murray were among the out of discussed his plans for the acsince
was named as "Miss Murray State of 1971".
and he invited Mary inside to wait. She didn't hesitate
register placed on a table and white carnation bouton- town guests.
tivities with the youth for the
Mr. Nanny is a graduate of Murray State University and is now
this was not unusual.
with blue taffeta and nieres, with the groom wearing a
isciVered
him
with
summer. Mrs. Samuel R. Dodsofa
the
on
Dinner
Rehearsal
employed at the Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
The father then invited Mary to sit
overlaid with a cloth of Chantilly white rose from the bride's On Friday evening after the son, Jr., a guest, asked for
pornographic,
The wedding is planned for Saturday, November 20, 1971, at the
and he brought out some books, which if not
lace. The register table also held bouquet.
the
of
some
her
showing
After
rehearsal, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. suggestions for projects for the
material.
Calhoun Baptist Church, Calhoun, Ky.
were surely erotic
For her daughter's wedding,
a lovely white wedding candle
Hardin, parents of the groom church.
pictures, be asked her if she knew what they meant. She
and an arrangement of gladioli Mrs. Gentry wore a yellow were hosts at a lovely dinner in
Thirteen members and sui
said she did not. He then suggested they get down on the
Bazzell Cemetery will be held at and daisies.
georgette frock with empire
Mr. Guthrie, Mrs
visitors,
joke
a
her
Mid
gold
the
of
room
be
Uncle
Hank's
then
refused,
floor and wrestle. Mary
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to A program of nuptial music waist and long full sleeves. Bands
Dodson, Mrs. Ernest Bailey, Mrs
which she later repeated to me, and was very dirty.
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater, was presented by Richard of embroidered pearls accented Restaurant.
Fred Stone, Mrs. Bailey, and
Then Bob came home, and the father quickly shoved the
or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray Torrans, organist, of Schroon the waist and the fitted stand up The tables were covered with
Mrs. Tucker, were present.
and
white
held
anyone
silver
candelabra
tell
to
not
Mary
Route One.
books under the sofa and asked
Lake, N.Y., which included collar. Her accessories were with
white
Tuesday, July 27
tapers
and Refreshments of punch and
about their little visit. She came directly home, and told me
corsage
to
her
dyed
and
match
"Theme From Love Story",
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
arrangements of white gladioli cookies were served.
the whole story.
"Lara's Theme","He","Love Is was white dogwood orchids.
the
Tau
Phi
and daisies. Covers were laid for
Lambda
sorority
will
we
what
I told my husband, but no one else. We wonder
Mrs. Hardin, mother of the
A Many Splendored Thing", and
meet at the home of Mrs. Helen
the wedding party and their Moore returned home Thursday
a
green
wore
of
frock
groom,
should do about this, if anything. Our association with these
other selections. The soloist,
Spann at seven p.m.
guests.
The bridal couple from a vacation in Florida. They
I'm
and
incident,
this
since
cool
neighbors has been very
Capt. and Mrs. John C. Winter, Jerry Douglas, cousin of the georgette with empire waist and
presented
gifts to their at- visited Mrs. Gingles' brother,
Bands of pearl
sure the wife, who is home now, is wondering why because
The ?durray Quota Club will Jr., of Redstone Arsenal, Hunt- bride, Ashland,sang "Walk Hand long fitted sleeves.
Burt Black and Mrs. Slack of
tendants.
we were on very pleasant terms before. What should we do?
sville, Ala., are the parents of a In Hand With Me","Oh Promise leaves accented the waist and
Ocala, Fla., and her sister-in-law,
meet at the Triangle Restaurant
NEEDS ADVICE
accessories
were
Her
neckline.
baby girl, Jennifer Lynn Me", and at the close of the
Mit. Pat Black of Orlando, Fla.
at 12 noon.
weighing six pounds, born on ceremony,"The Lord's Prayer". dyed to match and white dogwood
While there they went to Daytona
DEAR NEEDS: You and your husband should arrange a
orchids were used for her corPe/144/f47.4\
Medina
traditional
the
at
wedding
16,
July
marches
The
Friday,
Beach, Silver Springs, Cypress
private talk with your neighbor immediately. Tell him Mary
sage.
Wednesday, July 28
Center, Huntsville, Ala. Mrs were used as the processional
reported the incident in detail. In as gentle and unemotional
Miss Donna Kingston of Gardens, and toured Cape
Reception
The ladies day luncheon will be Winter is the former Melanie and recessional.
tens as you can manage, let bias know that as normal.
Following the ceremony the Madisonville spent the weekend Kennedy which included a 21,4
served at the Oaks Country Club Woody.
Bride's Dress
hours tour on the Atlanta Ocean
bookby man behaves as he did with • IS-year-old girl, and
at 12:15 p.m. Members make Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter of The bride, escorted to the altar bride's parents were hosts at a with Miss Wynn Tolley, 805
seeing Apollo 15 awaiting lift off
Sir his own sake as well as Nor his family's, he should submit reservations by Monday with Murray.
Dr.
the
of
in
daughter
reception
fellowship
of
hall
Murray,
Guthrie,
by her father and given in
volinstarRy to • psychiatric examination and whatever
Bobbie Buchanan or Sue Outland.
and Mrs. Charles Tolley, who on July 26. The astronauts were
marriage by her parents, was the church.
wabasueens treataseet is larlicated. Alas. that be must provide Other hostesses are Jeannie
The wall behind the serving have recently moved to Murray. working in nearby fields walking
and
Mr.
Steve
Mrs.
900
Shelton,
gown
length
formal
her
in
radiant
you with proof of it. Tell him, too, that if he does not de so at Crittendent, John Turner, Jean North 16th Street, Murray, an- of white peau de soie covered table was draped in blue and Or. Tolley is a professor at in cinders and rocks preparing
for their walk on the moon. They
owe you will take the matter up will his wife and/or the
Shahan, Nell Cochran, Myrtle nounce the birth of a baby boy, with sheer nylon. The dress was white and in the center was a Murray State University
also saw some of the rocks that
anthorities. Valli a threat like that he is mot likely to refuse.
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore, Charles Steven, Jr., born on fashioned with an empire waist, round table draped with a white
came from the moon and the
Carolyn Lane, June Johnson, Friday, July 23, at 5:20 a.m. at gathered skirt, and fitted stand cloth extending to the floor win:
Mr.and Mrs. Lee Gingles, Miss command modules which John
DEAR ABBY:;Ulu 11 years old and the oldest of three Joan Wilson, Nellie Jo Bryan, the Murray-Calloway County up collar. The sleeves were full wide blue velvet ribbon tied
Gingles, and Miss Colleen Glenn and others had used.
June
boys. When one of my younger brothers does something and Verona Grogan.
the
edge holding the four
Hospital.
sheer and gathered at the wrist to around
tiered wedding cake topped wit:4
wrong, my parents give him a warning, but when I do
The
new
father
is
assistant
of
rows
Five
cuff.
narrow
a
Friday, July 30
III7 .e 713-4147
Pb.
white satin wedding bells and
something wrong, I get a punishment. Will you please tell me
Mrs. J. B.Burka=
The Calloway County Youth for manager of the National Stores, double gathered lace enhanced
THE OLDEST
encircled
the
at
bottom
with
why?
Inc.,
at Benton.
the front of the bodice with three
Christ will have a retreat it
daisies and leather leaf fern.
Creek
Baptist Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. rows around the skirt. The waist
DEAR OLDEST: Maybe it's because your parents figure Jonathan
ie
t
ri a
a
omrotio
Individual cakes of white, topped
Assembly for all young people T. G. Shelton, Jr., and Mr. and was accented by a white velvet
since you're the oldest you've had esioark warming, to know
with
blue
roses
also
frosting
were
Mrs.
N.
Glen
Cunningham, all of belt forming a bow in the back.
starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
better.
The veil was made of the same served.
closing with the noon meal on Murray.
off
it
get
you
Great
W
better
grandparents
are
feel
Mr.
You'll
covering the dress and was The oblong serving tables on
problem?
sheer
year
What's
Saturday. July 31. For reserCaL
year dell. Write to AIRY, Ben 111170e, Los Aageles,
vations at one dollar each call and Mrs. Fray Cunningham and held by a headpiece of lace leaves
addressed
WSW. For a personal reply enclose stamped.
Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell Mrs. Edwards, all of Murray, edged in tiny pearls. The veil fell
envelope.
Gibson 753-7283, or Rev. Jerrell Mrs.Flois Hale and Mr. and Mrs. into soft folds and formed a long
C. C. Coy, all of Dexter. Great cathedral train.
White 7534750.
grandmothers are Mrs. Sula She carried a cascade bouquet
For Abby's booklet. "Row to Have a Lovely Welding."
Cunningham
and Mrs. 7elner Of white sistetheart roses and
ISSN.
Cal.
Angeles.
Los
WM.
Box
31
July
Saturday,
Abby,
send Ii to
leather leaf fern attached to a
The annual meeting of the Russell, both of Kirksey.
white Bible, gift of the groom.
Tracy Devin is the name The streamers of white satin
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dan were tied in lover's knots that
Grooms of Puryear, Tenn., for held tiny pearls. Her only jewelry
their baby boy, weighing seven was moonstone earrings, gift of
pounds fourteen ounces, born on her parents.
Friday, July 23, at, 6:36 p.m. at
Miss Robbin Wood, Circleville,
the Murray-Calloway County Ohio, was maid of honor. She
Hospital.
wore a floor length gown of light
The new father operates Tom's blue chromspun, fashioned with
D-X in Puryear, Term.
an empire waist, gathered skirt,
are
Grandparents
Mrs. fitted stand up collar, and large
(Murray Only)
Darlene Grooms of Puryear, puffed sleeves with narrow fitted
Tenn., Merritt Grooms of bands. The waist was accented
Michigan, and Mrs. Joy Maddox with a belt of wide velvet ribbon
of Route Three, Paris, Term. of the same blue as the dress. The
Great grandparents are Mrs. Bell belt featured a bow in the back
Buy One Pair at Regular Price
Jackson of Paris, Term., Mr. and with streamers extending to the
Mrs. Tom Mohon or Puryear, hemline. She carried a white
Get Another Pair for Only Sc
Term., and Mr. and Mrs. Bailey basket filled with daisies and
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Grooms of Jones Mills, Tenn.
baby's breath with blue bows of
Sale Ends at 5 p.m. Saturday, July 31st
Cole Slaw, Rolls
satin nestled in the flowers. Her
headdress was a narrow blue
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
velvet ribbon, the same as the
belt.
Mrs. Orlene Fulton of Murray The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Route Seven has been dismissed Brad Engleman, sister of the
West Side of Square
OPEN FRI. NIGHT
Phone 753-7101
from the Western Baptist groo, Miss Cheryl Gee, Mrs.
Murray, Ky.
12th & Sycamore
and
bride,
the
of
sister
.
Hospital. Paducah
Keith Self,

Mrs. E. W. Riley
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle I WSCS

Miss Becky Ann Gentry Exchanges Vows
With Dennis Glenn Hardin In Ceremony
At The Beth Haven Baptist Church

Humphrey-Nanny Engagement

Bugged bed won't trap
unfaithful husband

CAllaueZtq l

FBIRTHSj

ONLY 4 MORE DAYS...Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
ADAMS ORIGINAL

ONE NICKEL

SPECIAL

This Week Only!

SHOE SALE
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99

Reg. Box
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Kathelyn Gail Shelton and
Baby Boy, 1802 College Farm
Road, Murray, Mrs. Sheila Joyce
Grooms and Baby Boy, Box 235,
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POOLING her physical resources, this Dallas doll shows how to keep cool with the Texas temperature over 100.

Mexican Maricists aim
blows at government
By WILLIAM GIANDONI
Copley News Service
"Freedom for the political
prisoners" is a slogan still
being spray-painted on walls,
fences and building fronts
throughout Mexico.
The sloganeers seem uninfluenced by the fact that the
"political prisoners," as the
leftists termed those rounded
up by the government in
connection with the bloody
student riots of 1968, already
have been turned loose.
Nor are they swayed by the
fact that many of the agitators
resumed their efforts to
provoke bloodshed between
students and the forces of law
and order virtually the moment
they passed through the gates
of the penitentiary.
Least of all are they moved
by their lack of support from
Labor
and
peasant
organizations.
Mexico's 50 million people
may not be convinced that
theirs Is the best government in
the world. But they have been
inspired by the enthusiasm of
the 7-month-old administration
of President Luis Echeverria.
They like his looks. They
admire his vigor. And they
have been impressed by the
fact that he not only stumped
Mexico like no candidate in
history before the July, 1970,
election, but also, since
inauguration Dec. 1, has
devoted
virtually
every
weekend to fast-paced working
trips to one or another of
Mexico's 29 states and two
territories.
Mexicans generally seem to
be willing to give Echeverria
and his administration a
chance. But the extremist
minority, the ultra-leftists who
regard Mexico's Moscow-lining
Communist Party as a group of
aging amateurs, is not to be put
off so easily.
They are out to make trouble
for the government, no matter
what. Nothing the government
can do will placate them.
In the industrial city of
Monterrey, capital of the state
of Nuevo Leon, for example,
the state Legislature reversed
itself in early June on a new
university law after student
agitation against it drew the
attention of the Echeverria
administration.
The new law was supposed to
have turned governance of the
UnivIrsity of Nuevo Leon over
to a board that included
representatives of labor and
business, along with students
and faculty. Students protested
the "meddling" into their affairs of business and labor.
That federal government
involvement was resented by
the people of Nuevo Leon
became manifest when both the
state governor and the rector of
the university resigned.
Settlement of the dispute, on
the terms of the extremist
agitators, did not satisfy them.
Iii fact, it appeared to disappoint them. There had been
agitation in both the 70,000student National Polytechnic
Institute and the 90,000-student
National University, both in
Mexico City, in favor of student
strikes in sympathy with the
youth of Nu190 Leon.
Although Gov. Eduardo
Elizondo resigned Saturday,
the planning for
June
sympathy protests in Mexico
City went on, even though with
the problem resolved in Nuevo

Leon, there was no excuse for
demonstrations in Mexico City.
Nevertheless, behind the
leadership of Manuel Marcue
of
Pardinas, thousands
polytechnic .institute students
sought to stage an unauthorized
parade through the streets of
downtown Mexico City on
Thursday, June 10.
"Libertad a los presos
politicos" (Freedom for the
political prisoners) was one of
the banners the students
carried.
Presence of Marcue Pardinas at the head of the parade
should have been proof enough
of the spuriousness of the
demand.
The veteran Marxist, longtime publisher of the magazine
Politica, spent some two years
in prison in the aftermath of the
student rioting in 1968 that
closed schools for six months
and all but forced postponement of the Olympic
Games.Official estimates were
that around 40 persons lost
their lives during that period.
The leftists claim the actual
death toll was in the hundreds.
Marcue Pardinas, though,
was one of those -political
prisoners" who benefited from
the undeclared amnesty of the
Echeverria government.
Of course, as is usual when
the Marxists organize a student
protest, Marcue Pardinas was
not among the dozen persons
who were killed or fatally injured the evening of June 10.
Who did the shooting is a
matter still being investigated
by Mexican federal authorities.
Uniformed Mexican army
troops were not involved, nor
were Mexico City's crack riot
control police.
Shirt-sleeved youths, many
armed with six-foot bamboo
staves, broke up the student
march. Eyewitnesses insist
that they referred to each other
as "sergeant," "lieutenant,"
"captain" and other military
ratings.
Apparently they form part of
a para-mWtary group known as

the -Halcones" (Falcons),
quietly organized two years
ago to keep unruly students in
line.
Both the governor of the
Federal District, Antonio
Martinez Dominguez, himself
an Echeverria appointee, and
the chief of the Mexico Qty
police resigned to facilitate the
official investigation of the
bloody affair.
President Echeverria
promised that justice would be
done. But that has not quieted
the student troublemakers. In
fact, it seems to have emboldened them.
One group of students, from
the west coast state of Sinaloa,
for example, obtained an
audience with the president to
insist on the need "for fundamental changes" in the
ideology and the "capitalist"
system that prevail in Mexico.
Other students talked of
demanding
the
"mass
resignation" of the government.
.17 TAYLOR A GRANNY
(UPI)—Elizabeth
LONDON
Taylor, 39, became a grandmother Sunday with the birth of
a six-pound, two-ounce girl to
her son, Michael H. Wilding, 18,
and his wife, the former Beth
Clutter, 19, formerly of Portland, Ore.
Wilding is Miss Taylor's son
by the second of her five
marriages, to British actor
Michael Wilding. Miss Taylor
and her husband, Richard
Burton, are on a Mediterranean
cruise.
S-0-S
GILLINGHAM, England
(UPI)—Ivy Pearson wants help
In solving her 224-pound weight
problem. She put this ad in a
local newspaper:
"Overweight person needs
help. I need help badly. I have
tried all diets but nothing
works. Any bright ideas?'f
Mrs. Pearson, a 47-year-old
mother of four, said she
already has had several suggestions and hopes she gets more.

NOW...

Paris once was a village
named Lutetia.
5 5 5
Napoleon died in exile or
the island of St. Helena in
1821.

Mrs. Wilma Lou Snow, 527,
East Washington, Paris, Tenn.,
master Walter Jones III, 1505
Chaucer Drive, Murray, Miss
Rena Machelle Rickman, Route
2, Calvert City, Mrs. Paula Gwen
Benton, 242 Rivera Courts,
Murray, James Howell Cassity,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Audra
Moody, 707 Goodman, Murray,
Mrs Phyllis May Higgins and
Baby Girl, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Suzanne Wilderson, Route 5,
Mayfield, Robert Layton Hooks,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Frances
Irene Carter, Route 7 Box 87,
Murray, Joe Jones, Hazel, Ray
Jourden, Route 1, Murray, Mrs
Virgie May McDougal, 505 ;11
Beale, Murray, Mrs. Ola Pearl
Haneline, Route 1, Murray,
Delbert Kirksey Thomas, 70€
Housman, Mayfield, Wilbur
Copeland, Route 7, Mayfield,
James Gamete Luton (expired)
Route 1, Murray.

STERILIZING JOB—An operator at Pine muff Arsenal,
Pine Bluff, Ark., wears protective respiratory equipment as he prepares cans of frozen germ warfare agents
for destruction. The U.S. Army is destroying its germ
warfare agents in a nine-month operation.

nk,

ASTRONAUT WIVES Ann Scott (left) and Mary Ellen Irwin go over Moon charts in
Nassau Bay, Tex., while awaiting the July 28 liftoff of Apollo 15 from Cape Kennedy. Their husbands are Col. David R. Scott, mission commander, and Lt. Col.
James B. Irwin, Lunar Module pilot
complaint and receive a answer
the same day.
"Letter writing has been the
most frequent means of communication to date," said
Catimmisar, whose office opened
In September, "but the consumer's problem wasn't received
until maybe three days after
being mailed and it took a longer
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A new time to be processed."
toll-tree "hot line," which may be Consumers are asked to
In use for consumers in about one register the complaint first with
month, will be a quick, inex- the local firm or individual
pensive means of contacting the responsible for the problem. "If
Citizens Commission on Con- there is no satisfaction they
should go to the parent comsumer Protection.
The commission approves on pany," he said, "and if still no
July 14 the installation of the satisfaction is received, that is
"hot line," designed to provide a the time to give us a ring."
quick remedy for persons who The only other state to have a
feel they have been shortchanged toll-free "hot line" for consumers
in the marketplace, either in is Georgia. Officials there have
reported great success with its
goods or services.
Robert, Catunmisar, executive use.
director of the commission, said, Caummisar reminded con"Not only will citizens have a sumers to have available the
quicker, easier, and more name and address of the firm
economical means of reaching us being complained against when
with complaints but we will gain using the line. The consumer
a closer contact with the public should also be able to quote dates
for a better picture of their involved inn the transaction,
identification numbers of
In some cases the "hot line" automobiles and appliances,
will make it possible to register a

'Hot Line'
Will Aid
Consumers

account numbers in credit
problems and copies of contracts
or warrenties involved.
The commission direction said
he was notified the systen can be
In working order about two weeks
after the current telephone strike
is ended.
"We will do everything in our
power to make the 'HOT LINE"
number known across the state
as soon as we get it," he
promised.

For freezing, wrap poultry
tightly in moisture-resistant
material, such as aluminum foal
or
freezer
paper.
For
short-term freezing, poultry
can be left in the plastic wrap
from the store - as long as it
tightly sealed ..,ed free from
tears and punctain:.
5* *

A 29-ounce can of cling
peach slices contains about 2%
cups of drained fruit - enough
for a 9 by 9-inch upside-down
cake for 6 or 7 servings of fruit
plus syrup to serve with
cookies as a dessert or snack.

You're Invited to the

BEACH MOTEL

•

COME TO
CH CH

In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
Beach Florida's year-round resort
• King size heated.,swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
courses
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing

MYR%

WIRT Is 111111111/0

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
WM. today for free brochure and rates:

BEACH MOTEL
422 NOBTN ATLANTIC AVENUE 3201e Dept.
WHAT'S MISSING/ -- "You are" (U and R, get it?). The sign is in front of a
church in Detiii
Pa., by way of reminding passersby to attend services

""'"• •
904 253-301

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

AEMAIM the biggest breakthrough in color Iv..

C R

MAC

comes in small,medium and large...19:..23:..25if

TUCKER TV SALES & SERVICE
Coldwater Rd. & 5 Points

"19 Years of Service Experience"

Phone 753-2900
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BRITTON FOR MASHORE
MONTREAL (UPI) —Pitcher
Jim Britton has been returned
to the Montreal Expos' rorter
tp replace injured outfielder

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

4 Pour forth
5 Bushy clump
1 Soft food
6 Three-toed
4 Blemish
sloth
9 Male swan
7 Fiber plant
12 Time gone by
8 Tidy
13 Balance
9 Red table wine
14 Falsehood
10 Lubricate
15 Leased
11 Insect
17 Mexican dish
16 Spread for
19 Condensed
drying
• moisture
18 Shade tree
20 Place for
20 Likely
worship
21 Explosive
21 Hurried
22 Martinique
23 Imitate
volcano
24 Saucy
23 River island
27 Pronoun
25 Repulse
26 Part of bridle
26 Body of
29 Change
soldiers
30 Spanish article
28 Prohibit
31 Flying mammal
29 Exist
32 Native metal
31 Brimless cap
33 River in Italy
32 Away!
34 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
36 Tint
37 Sign of zodiac
38 Condescending
look
39 Pose for
portrait
40 Succor
41 Junctures
43 Limb
44 Engagement
46 Modifies
49 Cloth measure
50 Unadorned
52 Be in debt
53 River in
Scotland
54 Spirited horse
55 Openwork
fabric

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

07

35 Pounding
instrument
36 Pronoun
37 Vast throng
39 Small fish
40 Pronoun
42 Mountains of
Europe

43 Alight
44 Article of
furniture
45 Beverage
46 Contend
47 Female sheep
48 Place
51 Diphthong

DOWN
1 Equality
2 Mature
3 Madam.,

Distr. by

Wall Street Oppose FBI spies
Chatter

Clyde Mashore. The V-year-old
Britton was placed on the 21day disabled list in July
because of a sore right elbow.

MOO DOOM OWD
01000 DODO OMB
U0 DMU DOODOO
ODD DOW DUO
UOOD MOO DOMO
MOO DOD DOO
613 =MD= MO
MO10 DOM MOM
13000 ORO MOO
003 01010 MOM
ODDOOD 000 DM
OMM 0030 ODOM
DOD MODO GOO

tare

Syndicate.
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NEW YORK (UPI) —It is
difficult to become accustomed
to the fact that "this is not a
very dynamic market in either
direction," W.E. Hutton & Co.
says The company says the
market is unlikely over the
next few weeks or months to
"go through the roof or through
the floor" The right course for
the future, Hutton says, is to be
"gently selective."

The
(UPI)
DALLAS
American Assn of University Women has Pa..sad
and sent to President Nixon a resolution which criticizes policies under which
the FBI and the army spy
on civilians.
The AAUW'S resolution
reaffirmed the group's belief in peaceful dissent
"without fear of official
surveillance or reprisal."
Copies of the resolution
were sent to Nixon and Attorney General John N
Mitchell
convention
The
also
resolutions
passed
that
said: The AAUW urges the
United States government
to participate fully in the

1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Envirorunent.
The
AAUW
supports
U. S. approval of the Geneva
Protocol of 1915, and further, AAUW opposes the
military use of such new
chemical
and
biological
warfare agents as herbicides and defoliants.
The AAUW favors the
establishment
by
United
Nations of a peace-keeping
force.
The AAUW asks the US.
government to vote to admit Red China to the United Nations.
The AAUW supports im
mediate withdrawal of the
United States from the war

in Southeast Asia
The AAUW favors aboli.
Lion of the death penalty
throughout the United
State.
AAUW endorses the
principle of,zero population
growth.
The AAUW encourages
Its members and state divisions to work for repeal of
restridive laws on abortido, making abortion a
matter of individual conscience.
The AAUW supports the
equal rights amendment to
the U.S. constitution.

the man,it came as a small shock
during a visit from relatives from
Texas the first of July when my
cousin, Lawrence Schwender,
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—"The said, "I guess you know that our
Stephen Foster Story" is one of relative was a companion of
Kentucky's most popular outdoor Fo ler and traveled with him."
DEADLY DELIGHT
Against a background of
Sweet as cherries are to eat,
theater productions. Presented It seemed far fetched to me,for
the twigs, leaves, bark, and
nightly except Mondays at My my research into family history technical weakness, Janeway
fruit stones of the common
Old Kentucky Home State Park on my mother's/side centered Publishing & Research Corp.
cherry tree are poisonous. Inin Bardstown, the musical drama largely in kinnaylvania-the believes "the bounding and
gestion of even small amounts
continues through Sept. 5. Quite Chambers family. James testing at the 850-860 resistance
can be fatal within one hour.
unexpectedly, the story of this Chambers is supposed to have level (on the Dow Jones
Iambus musician-composer has been the first one "of us" in industrial average) will run the
taken on new meaning for me, America. His son Edward believing bulls out of money,
and when I tell you about it you Chambers, my great grand- time and faith." The company
father, married Elizabeth adds that the skeptics who said
will understand why.
Most of us know something Dowler; their daughter Julia after the rally peaked at 958
about Stephen Collins Foster and Anne Chambers—my grand- that a summer rally would not
his "Jeanie With the Light Brown mother—was born May 24, 1357, carry the market back ap•
Hair." We know about "Camp- in Greene County, Pa., and on parently have won their long
town Races," "Oh! Susanna" July 6, 1880, was married to shot.
and "Old Folks at Home." But to Francis Xavier Schwender. They
Kentuckians wherever they are began housekeeping in a small
Although awaiting clarifica"My Old Kentucky Home" is at trick cottage at 2626 Jacob tion of what the future U.S.
the top of the list. I was at Old Street, Wheeling, W. Va.
monetary policy will be and the
Point Comfort in Virginia once After my cousin from Houston direction interest rates will
when the orchestra started had made the remark about take, Wright Investors' Service
playing "My Old Kentucky Stephen Collins Foster, I asked still advises maintaining "a
Home" and diners at once began him more about the relationship. substantially fully invested posito stand as if the band had struck He had heard it from another tion in prime quality equities."
cousin Paul Schwender who The firm also urges "reinvestup the National Anthem.
Knowing more about the songs mentioned the name Louis Sch- ing income and a portion of the
ind music of Foster than about wender as having been the friend proceeds of sales, in liquid
of Foster.
short term dollar obligations in
Foster was born in 1826 near order to establish a moderate
Pittsburgh . . . which surely put liquid investment reserve."
him in the same location with the
Chambers family. James Eastman Dillon, Union SecurChambers had built what then ities & Co. believes there will
was a great log mansion for his be a summer rally which could
family, high on a Greene County, pull the market over the 900
Pa. hill. In the valley below his level and the Dow Jones
son Edward (my great grand- industrial average. The market
father) had built an elegant home is likely to confine itself for the
of dressed lumber painted white, next few months after the rally
which remains standing today. in a narrow 850 to 950 trading
Family history says that James range "while building conChambers formed "a little oil fidence for an assault on 1000,"
company which later became a Dillon says.
part of Standard Oil Co. of
VAUGHN BACKS HARRIS
America."
When I read more about WASHINGTON I UPI)—Jack
Comfort, economy, reliability —more no-cost "exatras"
Stephen Foster and learned that Hood Vaughn, former Peace
he had lived and worked in Corps Director, says he will
than
you'd dream of at the price. Check the specs and take
Cincinnati,and had written many resign as President of the
a
free
Datstm Demonstration Drive.
of his songs there while living National Urban Coalition to
with her brother Dunning, I head a group of citizens
thought there just might be supporting presidential candisomething to tto Schwender- date Sen. Fred R. Harris, DOM*.
Foster connection.
Though Julia Ann Chambers Harris announced his candiand Frank Schwender (my dacy last week. Vaughn, 58,
Opon Evanings Till 8:00 *
grandfather) were married in also has served as U.S.
So. 12th Street
Pennsylvania, he was born Dec Ambassador to Panama and
Phone 753-7114
9, 1856, in Cincinnati. His father, Colombia. Vaughn will be
George Schwender, was born in replaced in the coalition job by
Germany, but moved to Cin- M. Carl Homan, 50.
cinnati, married and began
working for the River Dock and
ShIPPing Co.
5TOP CALLIN6 ME '51R 7 AND
Well, George Lewis Schwender
CAMPER Rl6HT DOWN 'ID THE
DI5PEN5ARI/ ON tiOUR LITTLE
certainly could have known
Bowe OR LE65!
Foster in Cincinnati,for the great
musician wrote many of his songs
from visits to the wharf. Their
common love of music might
have been the bond to their
friendship, for my mother and
her brothers and sisters grew up
surrounded by brass Instruments, violins and an organ
Nancy
As you can see, I would like to
hink
that
somewhere
OH, LOTS OF PEOPLE
past my relative was a friend and
WALK
IN THEIR SLEER
I HEAR
traveling companion of Foster,
BUT SLUGGO IS THE
YOU
and "helped him with his paper
ONLY ONE -WALKED
work" and that some of the love
(
of music rubbed off on my kinIN YOUR
SLEEP
folk. The talent did not quite
reach far enough, maybe, but the
LAST
NIGHT
love of "Old Dog Tray," "Uncle
Ned," "Old Black Joe"—and of
ourse, "My Old Kentucky
Home"—did.
I have gone through this
background, hoping some reader
will be more learned in the life of
the musician and will know about
Th• Colonials
y family connection. Quite by
HAZEL, I vsiANT TO MAKE
PC7C, WHAT THE
, a few years ago a West
0000,GOUt.IP, 1.0246,-TaIZAA
ASCU IS A U.S.
Liberty neighbor who was
ii\IVESTMENT:y
GAV I 1.4652
moving gave an old Bible to my
SON I)??!
father. Inside were the names
Louis Schwender and Nancy Schwender, Cincinnati, 0 The
family name is unusual enough
at there has to be a connection.
I'm going back to Bardstown
ore the play "The Stephen
A sash belt, patch
oster Story" closes If I get
pockets and button
cited during the performance
front enhance this
say aloud, "I'll bet that was
lovely casual dress.
time he knew my relative,'
Sizes JR-P 3-11 In
u will understand why
red, black & brown.
1.11 Abner
By Helen Price Stacy
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STAND-UP
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wheelchair
recipient 01
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using the c
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given in

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

cA

A

Side buttons and a
-• stand up collar accent
this lovely belted
dress. Sizes JR 5-13
in black, red & purple.

B

This beautiful ziphigh-collar
front,
dress is complimented
by a fashionable stripped hem and tie belt.
Sizes JR-P 3-11 in
red, purple & brown.

This beautiful dress
is complimented by
braided trim and a
zip-front. Sizes JR
5-13 in black, brown
or red,

School chlioren
mailed pornography

PARIS — A publisher blampfi
a "badly programmed corn
puter" after thousands of
French school children, boys
and girls,from 6 to 16, received
packages of pornographic and
erotic publicity and pictures
through the mail
The firm also deals in rf,
ligious literature, which was
said to be "selling poorly" and
plaster busts of Gen Charles
Gaulle

••
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STAND-UP WHEELCHAIR—Designed for an estimated
500,000 Americans who must use them, a stand-up
wheelchair has been developed by Peter W. Bressler,
recipient of the tenth commission in Aluminum Company of America's Ventures in Design program. Persons
using the chairs can lean forward and pull themselves
to a standing position. The demonstration above was
given in Pittsburgh. Bressler lives in Philadelphia.

Hawley and James G. Jordan.
Juliet Wallis, Martha Sue
Boone, Annie IPe HawleY, and
James G. Jordan to Ila Mae Huie
and James F. Hide, kit in
Murray.
W. R. Pittman to Euel B. Bray
and Ruby F. Bray, two tracts of
land in Calloway County.
Arminta Cossey and Lela
Cossey to Kenneth GardeReg
Cossey, tract in Calloway County.
Patsy Smith to Ray Smith and
Ruth Smith, tract of land in
Calloway County.
Trellis McCuiston and Iv)
McCuiston to Gerald Moore ant
Helen Moore, tract in Callowa)
County.
James M. Billington an(
Shirley Billington to Thomas E
Shirley and Martha Shirley, lot ir
Plainview Acres.
Laurine Doran, Laverne Orr
Beverly Wyatt, William Wyatt
Frank White, Gerry White, T. W
Crawford, and Clover Crawfoit
to Tiznkay Co. Inc.
James D. Futrell and Nancy J.
Futrell to T. C. Wilcoeand Helen
Canter Wilcox, tracts in Calloway
County.
T. C. Wilcox and Helen Canter
Wilcox to Tiniltay Inc., tracts in
Calloway County.
Dale Campbell and Wanda Sue
Campbell, to John T. Hutchens,
tract of land on North Right-ofway of the Old Murray and Pine
Bluff Road.

Records filed on micro-film in
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris indude the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger and
Times:
They are:
Power of Attorney of Anna E.
Gibson given to Marilyn Lax,
July 11, 1971.
Affidavit of Descent of Jessie
Hale Outland who died on or
around October 1, 1970, leaving
Lucille Outland Atkins as heir of
her estate.
Lorene Owen, Annie Fay
Etheridge, James Hutchens,
Patsy Neale, and Ola Mae
Redding, to William L. Dodson,
tract of land in Calloway.
Roscoe H. Earhart to Joe Pat
Farley and Wilma Lois Farley,
tract of land east of the old
Murray and Paris Road.
Helen Self Goen to William H.
Rose and Mary Brooks Rose, two
tracts of land in Calloway
County.
Pearl Graham to Ryan
Graham and Christine Graham,
two tracts of land in Almo.
Robert E. Hedden, Ruth C.
Hedden, Noel C. McCain and
Ruth E. McCain to Joe T. Halton
and Anita Halton, tract of land in
Calloway County.
B. W. Edmonds and Bettie
Edmonds to Vernell Edmonds
Cain, two tracts in Calloway
County.
FAT HOSTESSES
Affidavit of Descent of Jessie
Hostesses on South African
May Gatlin, who died on or
Airways have been demoted
around June 21, 1971 leaving as from internati 1
'glamour"
heirs to her estate, Juliet Wallis, routes to domestic
flights for
Boone,
Martha Sue
Annie Lee being owersvPight
-
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stain and make it almost
I..eave it to the pros
SILVER SPRING, Md. impossible to remove, says the
(UPI) — Leave the removal of National Institute of Drycleanballpoint pen stains to the ins. A drycleaning solvent is
safer for at-home use. Better
drycleaner.
Trying to wash them out still, leave the cleanup to the.
..,.'
means onlv that you'll set the professional.
0,
TREASURER'S REPORT
CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE&RESCUE, INC.
CASH BALANCE
July 1, 1971
Balance July 1,1970
Deposits
Less Checks
Balance July 1, 1971 Per Books
Balance per bank statement 7-1-71
Less check outstanding No. 145
Balance per bank

SCHEDULE OF DISBURSEMENTS FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1970-1971
Utilities
Equipment i Fire hose,safety aids)
Gas,oil,etc.
Truck Payment
Rent
Maintenance
Publications and promotion(includes tax on show)
Insurance
Miscellaneous
Cash for change
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

NOTICE
MEETING
of

The 30th Annual Membership
Meeting of the

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSN., Inc.
of Murray, Kentucky
will be held

SATURDAY EVENING,
JULY 31st at 7:00 P.M.
the meeting will be held at the

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
LIVESTOCK PAVILION
on the College Farm Road
A BARBECUE LUNCHEON WILL BE SERVED
AT 7:00 P.M.
There will be a short business session after
lunch, three new Directors will be elected to

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 783-1271
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Rave It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Me Had

SLASHED!
PRICES
BIG-SCREEN COLOR TV PORTABLES

SALE
We've nacohnso
our Faa TV
We must
start
shifwil•nts
Putting Sale moving them out So we re
prices on
portables. This is your big-screen color
big chance to
*livings that ',MY
sizzle ... right get
now!

LOVIES1
EVEN
PRICE
AccuColo
d'og.
RCP.18"
For

Here's the RCA Color Portable that has all the
features you want—at a sizzling sale price. Sparkling RCA AccuColor pictures. Automatic Fine
Tuning and Acciitint control for fiddle-free viewing. Lighted chaRnel indicators. Built-in antennas.
All this plus a free rollabout stand for room-toroom mobility. Don't let the heat keep you away—
this is a value you can't afford to pass up!

FREE STAND

INCLUDED WITH
ALL THREE AT
PARTICIPATING DEALERS

serve for three years.

SIZZLER VALUE

SUNSHINE SPECIAL

to lucky ticket
holders, in addition a small prize for everyone
in attendance.
In order to be served a lunch, you must
have a lunch ticket. Tickets may be picked up
at the association office any time before Noon
Friday, July 30th. Please pick them up or send
by your neighbor, we must know how many
plates to reserve for you.
This is your meeting, come and hear the
report on your business!

RCA SPORTABOUT COLOR

RCA SPORTABOUT COLOR

A great buy before—an even
better buy now at the "Summer
Sizzler- sale price. Powerful
21,500-volt chassis delivers
vivid, high contrast
color. One-set VHF
fine tuning
"remembers- to
give the best
picture

Beautiful big -screen RCA
Color -now priced to make
your budget happy. Square
corners give you more picture,
framed the way the
camera sees the action.
One-set VHF fine
tuning Built-in
antennas.

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Assn.
Murray, Ky.

Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

The ADAIR
kerwlel EQ 405

$924.92
2,230.22
223.64
1,810.10
1,020.00
212.30
458.49
305.00
78.95
125.00
$7,388.62

Edwin H. Jennings
Treasurer,
CALLOWAY CO. FIRE&RESCUE, INC.

SIZZLER
”FIDDLER" IN RECORD RUN — Paul Lipson and Peg
Murray, stars of "Fiddler on the Roof," are shown in a
scene as the production set a long-run record on Broadway in New York-2,845 performances.

Ran
11,31129
7,388.62
$4,015.99
4,026.53
1154
$4,015.99

'379"
FAIRHAVEN
Model EQ 417

TWa

FOR THE HOTIEST PORTABLE COLOR VALUES
IN TOWNSEE WARD-ELKINS
Murray, Kontucky

936
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY IF

On this page X different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 24 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue sbovring the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS bow to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse

Winners: You may receive

number.
You mast correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE (3)verses on this page to participate in the award of
31 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 24
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a

In

person at the business whose

advertisement carries your name
4/1441

1

liras

1101y

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Holy Bible

*bk

C.3% COLD4XCI

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

ENTER NOW!

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071

e•tt

Stew mercy and compessions every man 10 hill
b,other "
F ogno between Zechariah 5
and 8'

"Make,you a new heart and a
new spirit "
Fcgrsd between Ezekiel 18 and
70

"Rejoice in the Lord always
and again I say, rejoice."
Found between Colossians
2and 4

"If he offer a lamb for his Of
teeing, then shall he War it
before the Lord."
Found between Leviticus 1 and

"...Lord, what wilt thou hare
me to do
Found between Acts 7 and it

Highway 641&
Central Shopping
Mon—Sirloin

Center
Steak
Tues--Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken

"Styling With Flair"

Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

ThUrS—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Bone Steak

dh

Ab

Dawn Edwards
Rt, 1, Murray

Regina Bean
Rt. 5, Murray

"..Know yi not your own
selves , How that Jesus Christ
is in you
Found between Corinthians 11
and 13

"...ChOOSe you this day whom
ye will serve."
Found between Joshua 22 and
24.

TA,

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal &
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets
511 South 12th St
Phone 753-7451

641 Super Shell
South 17th Street
Phone 753-9131

nignway 94
753-3734 or 753-5493

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
751 2100
19 years service experience

STOKES TRACTOR

GROCERY
S. 12th Street

104 E

Vance Drum
Hart Hall, MSU

Timmy Coles
Rt. 4, Bx. 213, Murray

Mrs. Marilyn McKenzie
Rt. 2, Bx. 24A, Murray

1

ADAMS 312 Road Grac
condition. Phone 753-980'

"Setivefasted and besought our
God for Mos; and he was in
treated 01 us"
Found between Ezra 7 and 9

"Yet if any man suffer as a
Chrtstian, let hum be not ash.
med
Between I Peter 3 and 5

CARROLL VW
Incorporated
800 Chestnut St
Murray, Ky
Call 753-11150

Main St
Mrs Joan Cooper
Rt 1 Murray

Kim Weatherford
Rt 5, Bx 410, Murray

•

''He that tometn Pleasure snail
be a poor men., he that 'Oven'
wine and oil shall not be rich "
Found between Proverbs 20
and 23

"The Lord is thy keeper the
Lord is thy shade upon My
right hand."
Found between Psalms 121 and
123

••1

- He ,54! walketh uprightly
walketh surely "
F care •-•etween Proverbs a and
17
•...so= salami!sow ••••• •••••

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

BANK OF MURRAY MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Singer Sewing Machines

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties
Southsicle Shopping Center

IVA I
You may receive your
Award at Main Office

Karen McGary
1308 Overby, Murray

"He mat oviercometh shall
inherit all things; and I will be
his God, and he Shall be my
Found between Revelation te

Dwain McClard
Rt 8, Murray

"Lie ye doers of Ire word, and
not hearers only, deceiving
your own selves"
Found between James I and 2

Foodaiani

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Jan Outland
Rt, 4. Murray

"Folly is set di great dignity,
and the rich sit in tow place "
Found between Ecclesiastes 9
and it

Jliviea

Co

80011 wed Mu RI imi

lir
atm(

CAIN & TREAS
006 Coldwater Rd
753-6448

••• II

CORVE

'NES

"And hereby we do know mai
we know hurts, if we kee
.
pes
commandments
Foot"
,hetween I Jot, I
cl 3
--

union

Lena Brown
Rt 6 Murray

And he that seeth me stein
F.r, 'rat sent me"
Found between John 11 and 14

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

net

Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road
Itronn Oil Dealer

2 mi. on 641 N.
Phone 753-4544
Open 1:00-5:30
6 Days a Week

Keiser Jeep

Eupha Underwood
Rt. 7, Bx. 253, Murray

"To every Ming her. is a
scason, *no • 'One to every
purpose under the heaven "
Fnund tielween Ecclesiastes

12:30-11:00 Sunday

Rt.

Bertha Beane
1, Bx. 352, Murray

"And the children of the
captivtty kept the possover "
F ound behanitn Luke I and 3

and

B FGoodrith

Tom Cairraway
522 S. 7th, Murray

'Man Is like to v•noty his
days
are as a shadow., HUI passeth
away
F ound between Psalms
103 and
145
r.

Rt

'But he that is greatest
arnong
you shall be your servant
Found between Matthew 21 and
24

520 S 4th St
751.7494
' complete Fabric
Selection"

Mrs

Harold Chrysler
New Concord

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. 5 miles
Open 7:40 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6

Mrs Ryan Graham
Rt 8, B. 47, Murray

HUGHES
PAINT,

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE

STORE

E vinrucle — GlaStrOn --

Debbie Robertson
210 W. 9th, Benton

•, Bg t many that are first shall
ley t and the last shall be
first '
F o5u',c1 between Matthew is and
71

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

i•,••

Becky Black
RI 6, Bit 141, Murra

Anna Workman
603 Ellis Dr., Murray

"And the greatness of the
kingdom under the whale
heaven, shall be given to the
people of the most high..."
Found between Daniel 6 and 9
oodMINOWoliminonalim•o

Home rff

DATSUN

pt

Mrs J
1. Br

tube w

itv

Roy English R. Ph.

T. Tldwell

132, Mayfield

Mrs. George B. Arnett
Rt. 7, Murray

Sandra Robertson
210 W. 9th, Benton

"TrWire came UnTO nom a
women having an alabaster
box of very precious ointment.
and poured it on his head "
Found between Matttew 25 and

And an Ins people came early
ihe• morning lu hum in the
lernPle, for le near him "
Found between Luke 21 and 23

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE

Roue of

Chestnut St. — 753-2571

TIC(R PAW
0

and

Allen Martin
Rt 4„ Murray

Your Zenith
Dealer
for 14 years

Linda Avery
New Concord

A

"The Lord Our God
revenant
with us in Horeb"
Found between Deutoronomy 3
and 6

•

901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grad* A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy. 121 South

Concord Road
753-5712

Mrs Joe Curd
Rt 2, Hazel

Terry Workman
603 Ellis Dr , Murray

7534426.

ro4
OUTDOOR Sk..
living room chair, t
maple.Phone 753-5964.

AKC TOY Poodles I
Setter Puppies.Phone 7
11162.

LARGEST VARIETY
in Kentucky. No Its
prices. Cotmtry Boy S
Army Surplus Folks.

from HopkinsfWe, Jun
117 & 164. Open Sundays
p.m.
14%' GLASTRON BON
electric start Johnso
skiis, convertible,
mooring cover, and
accessories. Boat 3 w
$2050.00. Phone 7554344

misted, two air col

UNIROYAL TIES

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency

1966 HARLEY DAVE
well dressed. Phone 71

:
:oencarpeted
ikIne
livbig
w
=:d
bedro ens
io
obi

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

"I
will
mention
the
lovingkindnesses of the Lard,
and praises of the Lord.'
Found between Isaiah al) and 63

NEW TRUCK Load; cal
Cash dr Carry. Heal
commercial type, h
back, plush, indoorprices start 42.50 squar€
to $3.95 square yard, nor
Pick anything in house
lasts. Also vinyl cunhia
SI 00 square yard. Low a
buying.
Volume
Discount House, Haz
tucky, 492-9733.

41k SI

MURRAY

ty

colony Paints

Colony PAINTS

Sedans-Wagons- Pick ups
Sport cars

Mrs1
F3
i••• • i•••

109 SO

Central Shopping Center
Phone 7S3-5865
Only Curtis Mathis Offers
Eight year pro-rated picture

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489

604 S 12th SI
Phone (502) 753 7114

Complete Service Shop
7111 South 4th
Murray

PHONE 753-1462

TN/ RAIN TIRE

may be received
appearing at
Main office

Tidecraft
PolarKraft— Starcraft—Boat
Campers

401 Maple St.
Phone 753-3642

"There is no speech nor
language, where 'nett' rOfCe
nol heard
Found between Psalms 15 and
19

Award
by

••• ••• dn. r•

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop

Kathy LOvett

Rt. 1, Bx, 45, Murray

1407 Main — 753-4612
Open 7:00 a.m. • 8:00 p.m
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

Jackie Sykes
2, Bx 152, Murray

Moitand 9JAug.6

TV SERVICE
CENTER

Home Appliances—TV, Tape
player & Acc., car stereo

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

Mot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture

Mike
flak. Mgr
1:00- 1:00 Daily
Pril

4th St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7534000
713 S.

641 North
Phone-502- 753- 3280

ttemial

AAAAAAA •

•I•

U

Margaret Dillehay
1615 Farmer, Murray

"But my God shall supply all
your need according to his
riches in glory by Christ
Jesus."
Found between Colossians 2
and 4
migt.mtitmnmeerm mown

"Christ bath redeemed us from
the curse of the law..."
Found between Philippians I
2

Byron Forbes R. Ph.

aggiam.

Americ.an
Motors

Found between Micah S and 7

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Funeral Home

Stm-cy s

Bel A, Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

- I or01 wail for the CiOd of my
salvation
my GOO will hear

Savings ti

"Declare his works with
rejoicing."
F oundb•tween Psalm, 105 and
101

'He that is of God bearelb
God's words .."
F hind between John 7 and 11

Drive-In
4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky

Melissa Brmkley
Hazel Ky

•

Alex Barrett
Rt 2, Hazel

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

Mrs. Max J. Hurt
Kirksey, Ky

12

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way",

K-N ROOT BEER

MURRAY BRANCH

Dint

'Vine Food For
Fine Folks."

& Implement Co.
Federal Savings & Loan

$200504
damagk
be sold
HAVE
Now Is

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S

•

LYONS

11

BEAUTY SHOP

Ws. Freda Humphrey
Rt. 1, Hazel

•

Janet Byer I v
Rt 6, Murray

0

KUT 'N KURL

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

FOR SALE

"And who is he !hal will harm
you, it ye be followers of that
which is good?"
Found between 1 Peter 1 and 4

111)1,.1 I

The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service

" Let the Ord be magnified.
which hath pleasure in the
prosperity of his servant."
Found between Psalms 33 and
37
s.oiromomoono•sorms

your Bibles by appearing

previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

and so

EE

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

Anyone Can

-And the most proud shall
stumble and fall, and none
shell raise him up. "
Found between Jeremiah .115

PAGE NINE

Glenda Scarbrough
1711 W Olive, Murray

Available August 7th.
Mobile Home Village.
Call 753-9949
EXTRA STRONG mot

Matching chair, $10.01
dinette table with duic
$10.00. Phone 7554964.
SLABS & SAWDUSE
Avery Lumber Co:,
Tenn.
'FREEZERS—NEW M
chest, $224.40 delivered
upright $244.66 d
Montgomery Ward,510
1966.
SPOTS BEFORE your
the carpet that is) C
Blue Lustre and eel

shampooer for $1.
Western Auto, Home
Wishing Well."
USED GAS range,
Phone 4364999.
MUST SELL AKC
miniature poodle oui
grown males and fema
and up. Phone anytime
2655.
GREEN bE ANS.Phoni

7A23.
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ASTAMW-MICAID IfliNTADS
FOR SALE
• • 1 • 1 .1

1 .1 • 1 • 1 .1

FOR SALE
1•1•1.•

a .1.1•1•141

FOR SAI
p

pppppp.pp

HECK OF A

/

,•
HAIL SALE

HELP WANTED

1

1.1.1

)(
1
0

$200,000.00 Inventory of Mobile Homes that were

•

WANTED DENTAL assistant, no
experience necessary. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32-J, Murray,
J27C
Kentucky.
PLANT ENGINEER; must have
degree, minimum of 3 years
experience. Salary to $14,000.00
Fee negotiable. Baker & Baker
Employment Service, 1025 West
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky.
J27C
Phone 247-1501.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

UNWANTED HAIR
DESTROYED FOREVER!
Why settle for temporary
relief? Permanent results are
guaranteed with the new
INSTANTRON. Enjoy
"Feather-Touch" comfort.
Call for consultation without
obligation.

CAN YOU qualify? Need
someone to assist in my business
damaged by Hail in the recent storm-these homes will
three hours a day, five days a
Phone 247-6698 606 Brook Haven Mayfield
week. Salary $65.00 per week. For
be sold at Bargain Prices-(while they last). IF YOU
personal interview call Miss
AUCTION SALE
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Wiggins between 1 and 3 o'clock
HAVE EVER thought of owning a Mobile Home
AUCTION
SALE Saturday July All work guaranteed. Free pick.
753-5986.
Holiday
Inn,
p.m.,at the
31, 10:00 a.m. on 641 444 miles up and delivery. Free estimate
Monday,Tuesday or WedNow Is the time.
J27C South of Murray across Highway Antique or natural finish. Jerry
nesday.
from Hubert's Antique Shop in McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C
nice shady woods. Eats, drinks,
And
empermanent
TIME
FULL
and restrooms. This is a com- PROFESSIONAL, EXployment for lady in local drug bined family sale. Lynn and Jack PERIENCED painter, will work
store. Experience helpful but not Parker,
Hurt and Roy contract jobs, on hourly basis,
necessary. Send complete
I need you as has own equipment. Call 489Leslie-owners.
resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray,
J30C
Mr.
Parker
says,
"It can't be sold 2287.
J28C
Kentucky.
THE PLACE
in 1 day. Items: From 1 old home
4" Plastic Wells
OPENINGS includes: plantation desk, trunk
IMMEDIATE
PARIS, TENNESSEE
AYLOR WELL
available for four women. Ex- and contents, nice rockers
DRILLING
cellent earnings. No experience unusual pattern, child's rocker,
necessary, we train. For in high chair, all over 100 years old.
Phone ruryear. Tenn.
terview appointment call 753-1711 Four lanterns, flat and charcoal
247-55.56
J27( irons, iron stove, irons and
or 753-9745.
Compere Well
bucket, four oil lamps-one very
Service
unusual, dinner bell-needs parts,
WANTED-WAITRESS apply at bottles, cans, platters, tools, and
Hazel Cafe.Phone 492-9785. J29C antique refrigerator runs good,
*FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP
an ox-fanner and dairyman will SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
MAN OR WOMAN to sell offer 10 milk cans and stanchions, hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753•UP TO 10 YEARS BANK FINANCING
J29C
Rawleigh Household Products to horse-drawn tools, harness with 5933.
families. Can make $3 and up an brass knobs, metal dog house,
sewing in my home.
hour-part or full time. Write hand saw, anvil and blower, drill WILL DO
TFC
436-5424.
giving phone no.: Ray Harris, and grinder, bush hog, and hole Phone
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois digger, furniture, stoves,
or call 815-232-4161 between 8 and refrigerators, washing WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
J28C machines, all sorts of ranges, two inside city. limits. Reasonable
4:30.
fifteen
foot,
TRAVEL
TRAILER
and
paths
bags of soy beans, dehorners, rates. Phone 753-3798.
CARPET
REMOVE
AlOC
Grader.
Good
312
Road
ADAMS
condition. Phone 753-9807. J30C spots: fluff beaten down nap with self-contained. Priced to sell. Can WANTED: WOMAN for salad other two men will furnish a load
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer be seen at 901 Fairlane Drive, dept. Must be neat, efficient and of unusual items: glassware, two REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
J29C able to furnish good references. cut glass pitchers (added), NEW THREE bedroom home
J31C 753-6825.
NEW TRUCK Load; carpet sale; $1.00 at Big K.
Experienced preferred but will cooking utensils, tractor and 14 with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Cash & Carry. Heavy shag,
8'x52' See
FOR RENT
commercial type, hi-density OFFICE TRAILER
train if willing to learn. Full time ft. grain bed wagon may be sold. Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
O'Hara, Fine Arts Building NICE CLEAN Three room fur- work. Afternoon shift, No phone Douglass Shoemaker, Associate some finish work yet to be done,
beck, plush, indoor-outdoor; Allen
N.
15th
St. Easy to convert to nished apartment with new bath, calls. Apply Colonial House of Shoemaker Auction and includes boat ramp and beach
yard,
up
prices start $2.50 square
sold within
A2C Livestock Co., will be in charge. area privileges, $7,850.00. Phone
to $3.95 square yard, none higher. house trailer. Must be
air conditioned. Couple or two Srnorgasbord.
J29P
Phone 753-3375,Murray,Ky. J29C, Indianapolis,Ind., 356-4469 or 356Pick anything in house, while it two weeks.
boys. Days call 753-6676, nights
6956.
TFC
lasts. Also vinyl cushion floor at
753-4716.
J28C FOR ENGLISH tutor. Phone 753. WANT TO BUY
Ft. Aluminum Boat & Trailer
J29C
7266.
$1.00 square yard. Low overhead;
PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
buying. Paschall with 544 HP Johnson motor, very NICE LAKE front apartment for
Volume
AKC FEMALE Chihuahua, year
Associate old or older. Phone 753-5807. 129C 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- good shape,6295.00. Call 436NATIONAL
SAFETY
A2C rent for up to four persons. has immediate opening for three
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
J27P 5548.
tucky,492-9733.
Everything furnished including
TFC
men in this area as part-timp. OLD USED pie safe. Phone 753- p.m.
-TV.
boat,
linens,
etc.
row
UTILITY BED for pick-up truck.
train,
no
We
consultant.
'safety
4815
from
1966 BARLEY DAVIDSON 74, Short wheel base or will trade
8:00to
5:00p.m.
J29C
BEAUTIFUL BRICK home, 2
for conditioned. $60 per week.
have
well dressed. Phone 753-8043 or fleet side bed to fit
J31C experience necessary, must
bedrooms, large living room,
Chevrolet 436-5320.
753-1442.
J31C
Call
phone.
car
and
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
J29C
753-6426.
, kitchen, dining room, full
pick-up. Call 753-7785 after 400
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
Ise basement, closed in back
p.m.
J29C PLENTY TRAILER space;
WANTED: good condition. Phone 753-6030 porch, on corner lot. 311 S. 11th.
OUTDOOR SETTE rocker, also
beautiful, quiet living. Highway HOMEWORKERS
TFNC Phone 753-4548 after 4:00 p.m.
living room chair, birds eye BOY SCOUT uniforms, size 10-12, No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division part-time,full-time work at home •after 5:00p.m.
maple. Phone 753-5954.
J27NC two summer and two winter No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, mailing our circulars. For details WANT TO BUY; ogs an J29C
August2C rush self-addressed, stamped standing timber. Also have for
complete, also two twin bed Murray,Kentucky.
trivelope and 35c to US EnAKC TOY Poodles and Irish complete with headboard. Call
OWNER IS selling custom built
LARGE ROOMS with recreation terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, sale lumber and sawdust. brick home, leaving town. Three
Setter Puppies. Phone 753436-5507.
JEIC
'Murray
Saw
Mill
and
Lumber
area. Country Estate. Phone 436- Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
1862.
Al4C
Co.Phone 753-4)47.
TFC Large bedrooms, two full baths,
2173.
JulY29C
abudant wardrobe and storage
14 FOOT POLARERAFT Jon
NOTICE
NOTICE
space, convenient kitchen
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols boat and 5 HP Johnson motor.
APARTMENTS
arrangement including many
J29NC FURNISHED
in Kentucky. No increase in $150.00. Phone 753-2956.
INVITATION FOR BIDS
one and two bedrooms. Washers
cabinets, large living
kitchen
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
and dryers available. Zimroom with direct access to
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles AKC REGISTERED Chihuahua
merman Apartments, South leth
Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of Calloway
comfortable patio and attractive
from Hopkinseille, Junction Ky. black, 3 months, housebroken, Street. Phone 7534609.
J27C
County will accept bids ou the items mentioned below until 9:00 lawn. Located in fine area near
has
had
shots,
deworrned.
Phone
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
am., Thursday, August 5, 1971, in the County Court Clerk's
University, Grade School and
A2C
p.m.
Aug30C 753-4913 before 5:00 p.m.
office, Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. Each bid must conform
new High School. Located 104
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
to the specifications set forth or be its equivalent.
North 18th Street. Phone 7531414' GLASTRON BOAT,50 H.P. 1970 DATSUN station wagon, air apartment. Central heat and air,
J27C
6527.
electric start Johnson motor, conditioned, with radio and rack. carpet, 9130.00 per month. Phone
ITEM I: Application of new ceilings to 4 entrance ways of
TFC
A2C 753-7850.
skiis, convertible, trailer, Phone 753-7117.
location,
good
FARM;
SMALL
Calloway County Courthouse. Old ceiling will be furred out at
mooring cover, and all other
business or future investment.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, two
proper places to take a new ceiling of 44 inch exterior grade
accessories. Boat 3 weeks old, UTILITY TRAILER, ball type
mile East Murray, apOne
bedroom,
one
block
from
college,
plywood; finished side shall be placed out; joints shall have
$2050.00. Phone 753-6344. J27NC hitch, 444x644 ft., brake lights.
proximately 10 acres pasture.
$65 per month. Phone 753-4131 or
wood
strips
seal
overlapping
to
same;
be
covered
edges
shall
J29C
Call 7534997.
Hog wire fencing, stables, watet.
753-9382 after 5:00 p.m.
J29C
with a molding.
10:55 Mobile Home with 10 x 1
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Extend° on living room, 3 FIVE GAITED prospect, ranking UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
For appointment call 436ITEM H: Painting 16 columns and 4 porch ceilings on
horse, registered ASPHA mare,
bedrooms, carpeted, fully
TFC
2173.
plenty of storage space; shady
All
loose
Courthouse.
Calloway
County
and
shall
areas
scaling
sulated, two air conditioners. half horse-half pony fillie, gentle back yard; two bedrooms;
home,
bedroom
be
cleaned
by
brushing;
FIVE
scraping
and
all
described areas shall LOVELY
riding, pleasure horse. Phone 753Available August 7th. Set up
paneled throughout; wall to wall
be painted with a heavy one coat latex paint; material shall be full basement, large corner lot,
J29C
Mobile Home Village. $2900.00 1348.
carpeting. Call 753-8096 or 753- applied so as to completely cover all areas in a good manner.
75x150. Owner transferring. ;700
Call 753-9949.
3312.
J29C
Only one entrance shall be completed at a time in order to
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
HONDA SL90, excellent conkeep the other three entrances open for public use.
TFC
EXTRA STRONG sofa, $15.00. dition, 900 actual miles, $275. Call
753-4178.
Contractor shall furnish all materials, labor, etc., necessary
Matching chair, $10.00. Yellow 753-7792.
J29P TRAILER FOR rent. See
BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom
Brandon Dill at Dill's TRAILER
to complete said job. Work areas shall be left broom clean.
dinette table with chrome trim,
gas heat, air conditioned,
house,
p.m.
Located
at
Court
after
4:00
Bids
shall
for
Items
state
amount
I
and II separately. The
610.00. Phone 753-3964.
J77P 1963 V.W. with sun-roof, excellent
carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no anMurray Drive-In Theatre EnCounty reserves the right to accept or reject any and-or all bids
condition. Phone 753-5545 after
J27C
swer,call 753-1948.
trance. No phone calls
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. Pe 5:30p.m.
J29C
J29C
please.
owner,
MOVE
by
TO
PRICED
Avery Lumber Co:, Puryear,
DOES YOUR figure need imAUCTION SALE
brick home durably built for
Tenn.
TFC GIRLS WINTER and summer
proving? Call Shapemakers of
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
retirement, leaving town
future
Murray
753-2962.
Weight loss AUCTION SALE-Saturday,
zlothes, size 7-9 junior. Coats, one bedroom, living room, kitbecause of business. Desirable,
!'-FREEZERS-NEW 7.4 cu. tt.
guaranteed.
A25C
dresses,
skirts,
sweaters,
and
July
31st 10:00 a.m. at the late quiet location, near university,
chen and bath, private entrance,
t chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
formals. Phone 753-2606.
J29C air conditioned, utilities furClarence "Tom" Morgan home,
upright $244.66 delivered,
new high school and elementary.
two miles west of Stella Ky., on
J29P
nished. Phone 7534619.
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 7533large bedrooms and 2full baths.
NOTICE
Hwy. 121. Will sell complete
TFC PENTA TREATED lumber
1966.
Convenient kitchen with eating
Resistant to rot and termites 4-ROOM FURNISHED aparthouse of furniture, appliances,
If you do not receive your
space, and desired counters arid
SPOTS BEFORE your eyes' (on Ideal for boat docks and any ment, private entrance, bath,
dishes, glass, china, and' anpaper by six p.m. call 753shelves. Large living room and
the carpet that is) Clean with weather exposed uses. Murray water and heat furnished, car
tiques. Some items are
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
patio opening onto attractive
Blue Lustre and rent a new Lumber Co., Maple Street, peted, kitchen, two air con- I p.m.
refrigerator, up right freezer,
lawn. Abundant warprivate
$1.00
from
for
shampooer
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC d
automatic
airwasher,
ditioners, couple preferred,
storage space
and
drobe
Western Auto, Home of "The
conditioner Crome dinet set, throughout house. Extra large
available August 1st. See at 709
.1280 UPRIGHT PIANO $35, also
ELECTROLUX
SALES
&
SerWishing Well."
china
cabinet, couch, chairs.
3280
Poplar or call 753-3948.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Rockers, 1,42 bed, unusual iron garage -possible income
studio couch $10, 402 N. 7th, by
18th.
Sanders,
phone
382-2448, Far- bed, hundreds of books dating apartment. Located 104 N.
USED GAS range, used T.V. appointment only. Phone 753- FOR RENT OR LEASE
J31C
Call 753-6577.
mington,
Kentucky.
A5C
Phone 436-5899.
back
2928.
to
century.
turn
of
the
J29C LARGE FOUR bedroom house
Wicker furniture.
AUTOS FOR SALE
lease or rent option to reliable
MUST SELL AKC toy or 20,000 BTU AIR CONDITIONER, party. For appointment call 753It would be impossible to list all
miniature poodle puppies, full 3-stack 220 electric heater, one 41- 6949.
J27C 1960 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. the good items. For information
under
80,000
miles,
one
owner
In
stack
220
electric heater, all good
grown males and females $35.00
call Otto Chesters Auction SerLost & FOUND
good condition. Phone 492condition Call 753-2827 after
and up. Phone anytime 4899273.
J27(' vice 435-4042 or Ralph Morgan
J28C 5:00.
J291.,
2655.
LOST: WOMAN S NAVY Billfold
489-2352.
Main Street. Ian- '1952 CHEVROLET Pick-up, good
West
near
AVOCADO GIBSON refrigerator
Watch next weeks paper for big
GREEN bEANS.Phone 436j29c portant papers inside. If found condition, 14" wheels. Phone 75.32423.
auction in Abno,Ky.
J29P
J29C $40 Call 753-3795.
please call Pat at 753-9477. TFNC 9997 after 8:0D p.m.
J27C

Judy Powell

Dinkins Mobile Homes
BIG BIG BIG
DISCOV1VTS

OUR LOSS-YOUR GAEV

Savings Savings &tin
. gslivings Savings Savings

THIS BUBBLE VIEW of astronaut James Irwin was made
during preparations for the Apollo 15 liftoff at Cape
Kennedy. It's the biggest mission so far.

Outdoor Lore

By Neyyle Shackelford • University of Kestioekytellqie of Apiculture

A tom ray.. cousin of the
catbird and the brown thrasher. Mini us wfrglo tos-the
mockingbird-4%as known to
the Indians as the "bird with
400 tongues." and for good
reason. This remarkable bird
possesses an incredible amount
of talent and its ability' to
imitate sounds seems limited
only by the number of sounds
it hears. Ornithologists have
reported it imitating crickets.
tree frogs. crows, roosters, dog
barks, gate squeaks. and policeman whistles.
There have been many talcs
of this bird's uncanny ability.
For instance. in Washington.
D.C., a mocker excited great
admiration by singing along
with the National Symphony
Orchestra during an outdoor
performance. It is said that.
when a flutist completed a
series of imitations of bird calls
in Peter and the Wolf, the
mockingbird faithfully repeated after him.

Then there's a mockingbird
talc from Dallas, Tex. just as
incredible. An electronics
expert rigged up his garage
doors to open and close when
he whistled a certain tune.
Copying the tune, a mocker
flew to the garage daily.
perched on a basketball hoop
nailed to a nearby post. and
whistled the door up and down
until the electronic gadget had
to be dismantled.
Although the mockingbird's
own song is a wonderful thing
to hear, it constantly plag,arizes
other bird tunes. In seven
minutes. one ornithologist
counted 1s7 different .hanges
of tune--all repeated several
trines.
But being an imitator. the
mockingbird nes er aprOachc,
Ole . serene beata of the strums
of stood thrush. However. ,is

onCe_
"that so many and such various
notes should proceed from one
throat is a marvel." While this
is true, one cannot listen to
one of these superb musicians
without being subjected to the
emotions of surprise and
incredulity. The imitations
may not have all the serene
qualities of the song of a wood
thrush, but many of the notes
imitated hiie all the sweetness
of the originals.
In both habit and habitat.
the mockingbird is also
unusual. Outside of being an
imitator and addicted to
nocturnes, it is active, aggressive, likes to play, and often
sings in flight. It will put a
marauding jay or a chicken
hawk to flight in a hurry.
In habitat, it lives in
gardens, on farms, and in cities.;
It prefers some localities over
others. It has been observed in
some localities and at all times
of the year while in other
localities less than a half dozen
miles away. it has never been
seen.
Mimus poCvglottos has been
called the world's greatest wild
musician and unlike other
featured soloists of the outdoors. does not silence its song
at midsummer. A few years ago .
on a late October evening, we
heard a mockingbird perched
on a television antenna repeating the sad sweet notes of a
hermit thrush long after this
enchanting migrant had left for
the South.
Because of . its unique
ability, the mockingbird has
long been the subject of song
and story. And if one would
hear the background music to
the romance of the Old South,
he has only to listen t0. its song
on some balmy evening when
magnolias are in bloom and the
sun is down.
TWO GOLFERS TIED
BREMEN, Germany (UPI)Argentina's Roberto de Vicenzo
and Bernard Gallagher of
Scotland shot five-under-par
69's Friday to deadlock for the
second round lead of the
German Open Golf Championship with 139 totals.
New Guinea is noted tor
the number and beauty of its
birds.
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Nunn To Join Law
Firm In Lexington

Apollo 15...

TUESDAY-JULY V. 1971

Postal .. .

(Coatimied tram Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
iCeatiased from Page 1)
The light, when working The purpose is to improve mail
would hop over to the edge of the their coffins. But after many
patio about three feet off the weeks of hospitalization she FRANKFORT (UPI)-Gov. properly, is to signal that the service and to petit on a selfhas
command ship's main engine is sustaining basis,
grouns and peer over. He finally bounced back. She
financially.
Louie B. Nunn announced
saw the steps again and went on osteoarthritis of the spine and Monday that he plans to join the firing. It did not fire-and was The increase in rates, which
other joints. Many mornings she prestigious Lexington law firm of not supposed to-when the light became effective on May 16th,
his way.
make it out of bedcame on and engineers said this was Intended to reduce
can hardly
the anStoll, Keenon & Park when his
Our Sunflowers are ten feet tall but with "Bufferin" and grit and term as Governor ends Dec. 7. meant there was a short circuit nual operating deficit and to
in
somewhere
the system.
with plate size blooms. One to a the grace-of God she presses en
permit a start on an ambitious
The Governor had confirmed
Windier listed three possibiliMom has also experienced
plant.
modernization program.
that he was buying a
week
last
crushing sorrow, loss and three-story stone house in ties:
Under the new rates, the Postal
would
short
could be in the
We'll put out some next year, disappointment which
west end and -The
Lexington's
expects its total revenue
Service
fertilize them and cultivate them have caused many to give up on planned to move there after the instrumentation itself, which will be $1.45 billion more than in
to
loyalty
and
affect
faith
in
not
the
her
would
life.
Yet
mission.
and really make them grow.
expiration of his term of office.
1970, with the great bulk of the
her Saviour has never wavered
short could be in the
helped create rumors that -The
This
risecoming
from first class letter
switch, which would mean the
To be a non-conformist today, Her commitment to a life of
was joining the law firm.
mail,which has gone from 6 cents
sacrificial service to humanity he
would
fire
engine
you have to conform.
prematurely
cents.
In his statement, Nunn said, "I
were not taken to to 8
has never slackened.
been afforded the op- if steps
have
What
this amounts to, for the
to
my
off
prevent it. This, Windier said,
If the going seems to be a bit "So I take my hat
portunity to join as a senior
Murray resident who mails an
easier now, you'd better check. favorite "Senior Citizen"-who is partner in the law firm of Stoll, could be circumvented by average of one letter a day is
You
might be going downhill. making a new beginning at 68!" Keenon & Park, of Lexington. As devising alternate procedures $7.30 more per year.
and Apollo 15 could still land on
of this time, I expect to join that
For commercial mailers who
the moon.
Remember Tom Adams? He's
firm shortly after the termination
use second class, chiefly
Explains
Backup
Plan
the pastor of the First Baptist
of my term in office."
magazine
-The short may be deeper in newspaper and
Church in Johnston City, Illinois.
The Governor, however, said
publishers,
the
rate
hike
is also
the system and would blow a
Each week in the
church
huge-about 20 per cent.
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The he was not completely closing the set of the engine's
bulletin, he makes comments on
circuit
stock market opened slightly door to other alternatives.
breakers. The engine would still Much of the additional $1.45
one thing and another and on
lower on moderate turnover "Unforseen events could operate but its
billion will be needed, it is stated,
backup system
June 30 he had some comments
change my decision," he said,
today.
for pay increases for the 750,000
would
be
eliminated
and
about his Mother, Mrs. Gussie
under
Shortly after the opening, the "but as of right now I will move to
these conditions Apollo 15 would postal workers.
Adams who retired recently as
Dow Jones industrial average Lexington and actively engage in not be permitted to
The latest figures released by
land on the
secretary of the local draft board
was off 0.65 at 888.22. Declines the practice of law."
the government show a total of
after 30 years. Knowing Torn and
moon.
edged advances, 95 to 85, It has been rumored that Nunn
Murray per year
Mrs. Adams too, you will enjoy
"I don't think we'll know what $383,470 spent in
•
among the 268 issues crossing might possibly seek the U. S.
for
postal
services.
situation
is
until
we try to
what he has to say.
Senate seat to be vacated by the the
the tape.
During the current fiscal year,
light the engine," Windier said.
In the oil group, Phillips retiring Sen. John Sherman
it is estimated, it will rise to
33%. Jersey Cooper in 1972. The GOP The 20,500-pound thrust en- $464,000.
to
surrendered
%
"Since the bleak days of the
Standard and Occidental held Governor said, however, that he gine is used to brake the
Despite the $1.45 billion hike
Depression era, my Morn has
unchanged at 79 and 17%, felt no Republican should an- spacecraft into orbit around the that the Postal Service will be
held down a secular job. It wasn't
and
to
propel
moon
the
ship
out
respectively. Texaco, however, nounce for the senate seat until
getting this year, it will suffice
nearly as fashionable for women
gained % to 36%, with Getty up after this fall's gubernatorial of lunar orbit back toward only for part of its needs, leaving
to work in those distant days. But
earth.
Pennzoil picked up election.
little leeway for modernization.
it was "fashionable" for the % to 877/s.
Even if the worst case
29%.
to
%
More money will be needed in the
Adams family to have some of
situation
exists,
Windier
said future for that purpose, it
Burlington Northam fell I/4 to
states.
the essentials of life - so Morn
Apollo 15 would continue on
the rails. Chepitched right in as a bread- 47% among
toward
an
orbit
around
the
Ohio was steady at
(Condoned trom rage 1)
winner. She has apologized again sapeake &
moon Thursday. He said an
and again for having to work 60.
changes," he added.
specific
alternate mission could be
steels, US. Steel
In
the
during my formative years. Yet,
"The court can only rule upon devised to keep the landing
By FRANK MACOMBER
(Cootimed from Pagel)
dipped la to 30%, while Jones &
I never really though of myself as
constitutionality of the act, craft attached to the command- break in the state.
the
provisations lead to a whole mechanical lifeguard which
Cooley News Service
gave up la to 14.
Laughlin
deprived. I figured my Mom
and inform the ship so It-could propel the --set up a center for coornew idea, one for which in- can save lives. A net covering
was unchanged at which it has done,
Bethlehem
Ceek1 do more "part-time" than
this ruling and hope astronauts back to earth if the dination of activities and
Inventing can be fun, dustry, always hungry for an the bottom of a pool can be
but Armco added % to legislature of
anyone else's could "full-time." 22%,
will be able to enact a main engine failed.
that
it
especially
if it makes you a eye-catching, time or money- raised quickly, bringing a
disgemination
of
information.
16%.
saving product, might put up distressed bather to the sur"About three weeks ago, Mom
Problem Still Unsolved
-utilization of the Cooperative millionaire.
Motors gained la to scheme which more accurately
General
retired from her last job which
'one man, one Apollo 15 carries a $17-million Extension Service to keep inface.
More and more Americans top dollar.
its group. Ford tacked complies with the
79%
in
To bridge that gap between
she had held for almost thirty
'as
nearly
as
Judge Roy Adams of Banvote'
rule
and
the
are
coming
up
with
new
assembly
of
high
powered
dividual
horse
owners
informed
was
65%, but Chrysler
the would-be inventor and dera, Tex., is -known in those
years. Obviously, retirement and on ¼ to
standard."
gadgets
which
practicable'
save
time,
cameras
and
sensors
and
some
advise
them
what
and
actions to
unchanged at 27%.
all of the adjustments it entails is
as the "fishing
memorandum, useful scientific data could be Lake in maintaining sanitary money and headaches and industry, a group calling itself parts
In the chemicals, Union In his 16-page
the Inventors and Manufac- judge." He tired of wading to
a traumatic experience for most
Legislature
in
said
the
gathered from four to six days conditions, using insecticides in therefore are salable.
Carbide rose % to 48, while Swinford
A chief hangup, however, is turers Alliance has set up a Los shore every time-he wanted
people. Frankly, I was worried
Monsanto and Allied Chemical its special session this year, in lunar orbit if the landing stables and on animals and in that the average amateur in- Angeles office and spent nearly to change lures Or tackle.
about how she would handle this
effort
to
made
"good-faith
were
scrubbed.
reporting sickness to a
held unchanged at 44 and 31%,
ventor has little or no savvy a year encouraging people to So the judge invented a lure
crisis. However, my anxiety was
politically non- The Space Agency Late veterinarian.
respectively. Eastman Kodak achieve
about
how to market the come in with their new ideas belt. It carries hooks, tackle,
needless. She is more
discriminatory districts."
Monday had indicated the Nunn said a group of the
unchanged
at
77%.
also
was
brainchild
and how to protect for how to do something better, lures and live rninow bait
"retreaded" than retired. Mom is
Tiger dropped la to But he added that the General problem had been resolved and representatives was meeting to patent rights so somebody easier, cheaper or all three. and is selling like crazy
not the rocking chair type. The Flying
failed
to
heed
the
one
Assembly
was only contamination, such draw up more specifics of the can't come along and steal
Raymond
Lee wherever there are fishermen.
the The
first week of retirement she 37% in the airlines. American inexorable
mandate
that as loose solder in a switch. But measures.
Organization of New York City
Rodney Hurd brushes his
began a part-time job which also lost % to 27%, but Pan Am Supreme Court has expressed in Windier told a news conference "This is most crucial now," idea under another trade name.
McDonnell
Perhaps you assume that provides a similar service.
teeth regularly but wearied of
could be done at home. The task added lb to 12%.
each
of
its
opinions
since
Baker:
today,
"we
still
don't
early
Nunn said, "because we don't college-bred, equation-fed
The alternative to this type of
gained la to 31%
carrying a bulky tube of toothconsists of addressing and Douglas
"That the paramount concern of know the story."
know how severe it is or how it scientists and technicians, organization is a reputable paste to work. So in his Rio,
stuffing envelopes (2000 per among the atrcrafts.
the
Legislature
in
fashioning
patent attorney. Often he can Wis., home he developed the
A similar problem almost will respond to treatment.
Westinghouse
was
unchanged
armed
with
coffee
cups
and
week) for an area Land
legislature districts must be canceled the Apollo 14 lunar "There is a lot of confusion scratch pads, come up with wipe out that blind spot beself-dispensing toothbrush
Development
Company. at 88%. Control Data added 1% population equality."
landing in February. Then, a now," he added. "We don't want most of the new ideas for tween inventor and manufac- which carries its own supply of
55%.
to
This takes a lot of elbow grease
"It is clear the legislators short-circuit developed in an to overreact. Any action will be marketable gadgets. Not so. turer.
toothpaste in the handle.
and the pay is certainly not inmade a value judgement that abort switch in the land craft. on the side of caution and
Soe of the great money•
Amazingly, it's a St
I
flationary - a penny an enpolitical
sentiments
and Engineers quickly devised a set prevention."
fact that more than 85 per cent ma rs were invented by
velope. Yet for the summer
traditional political subdivisions of alternate procedures to work The group Nunn summoned to of all fresh ideas, instead of amateurs, either out of
months the twenty dollars per
were more important in certain around the problem and save Frankfort included represen- coming from the legions of necessity, curiosity or sheer
week will supplement her modest
instances than mathematically the mission.
research
and desperation.
tatives of all race tracks in the corporate
From The
pension.
Take James Robbins, owner
pure districts," he said.
On Apollo 13, because the state, the state fair board, racing development squads, instead
"In addition to this, Mom has
The judge noted, "nowhere has explosion occurred en route to and trotting commissions, state are contributed by America's of a dry cleaning shop which
signed up at the local hospital as
the Supreme Court stated that the moon, the astronauts were breeding and sales associations vast army of lay inventors. also housed a coin-operated
a volunteer "sitter." For several
These are the back yard Laundromat. He decided it also
apportionment problems may be able to use the lunar lander's and various horse farms.
SAN DIEGO. CALIF.
nights now she hasosat up with
(Reg. U.S. Pat. OM)
approached with the primary life-support systems to return Also attending were State ,linikerers,kitchen "engineers," would be nice to dryclean
critically ill people during the (UPI): The superintendent
nursery "experts" and the clothes at the drop of a quarter. By United Press International
intention of preserving county to earth.
Commissioner
Agriculture
of
the
U.
S.
Naval
Academy
He
designed
a
machine
that
hours from 11 pin. to 7 am.
average home owners who
SPACE CENTER, Houstonlines."
said there is no amnesty
Had the explosion occurred Robert Miller, State Ve
Mother is happiest doing things of for midshipmen
react to the challenge of filling met all the requirements, Flight director Milton Windier
As a legal guideline, Swinford on the way back to earth,
where
Federal
and
Northington
the L G.
a need and saving a few bucks. unaware that the problems he on the effect of a short circuit
this nature since the thrust of her drug abuse is concerned.
suggested that the Legislators astronauts would have
been Veterinarian Leroy Fisher.
One trend which has solved had stymied engineers Involving the giant main engine
life has been ministering to
Vice Adm. James Calapproach reapportionment from doomed, because the
lunar "These people are in the best triggered the new crop of for years.
people.
vert, head of the academy
the standpoint of trying to make lender is left on the
Robbin's design was bought on the Apollo 15 moon landing:
moon and position to help," the Governor amateur inventors and in"Then, Mom has in no way let at Annapolis, Md., said.
"I don't think we'll know
each district mathematically there would have
by
Norge. a major laundry
been no said,"and monitor the income of novators is the high cost of
up on her Church life. You can "One offense and out they
precise in Population, rather than backup emergency systems.
equipment firm, for $1 million what the situation is until we
go."
state."
into
the
horses
calling
the
plumber,
the
"set your clock" and "mark your
from the premise that justifiable Because of the
try to light the engine.. Calvert said the midshipApollo 13
electrician, the roofer, the plus.
calendar" by her faithful at- men understand the consevariances may be made.
HALIMON
BOY
HAWKS
ChesterCarlson,
a
poor
boy
experience,
if
bricklayer and plasterer, etc.,
Apollo 15 was
tendance at all the regular quences and make no argu"If, however, population found to have
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